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Revolution,
Like many so-called student cadicals, I was 
at first skeptical about Revolution. I now hold 
fewer doubts about the type and tone of 
what you are trying to achieve. I look for­
ward to your flourishing.
Chris White,
Co-Editor,
On Dit,
University of Adelaide.
Dear sir,
Last month's review of Pink Floyd's Atom 
Heart Mother was utter bullshit. Alec Dubro 
wouldn't know a good record of it bit him, 
for that matter neither would Ed Nimmervoll.
The Atom Heart Mother is the most mature 
and finished piece of music ever written by 
Pink Floyd. David Gilmour's guitar work on 
this album is at its best, while on other albums 
it sounds staid and steely.
The second side is pale by comparison, but 
" I f ”  and "Fat Old Sun" are just as good as 
"Granchester Meadows" off Ummagumma.
Atom Heart Mother is a new dimension in 
the brilliant music of Pink Floyd.
C. Caplice,
French's Forest,
N.S.W.
Sir,
I was very pleased to note, the emergence of 
your magazine, which has so far been quite 
intelligent. On the music side, reviews of 
Byrds, Youngbloods, Dillard and Clark and 
the like are appreciated. Too often, worth­
while groups of this ilk are ignored by the 
Australian rock fans because they are not 
fashionably heavy.
On the revolutionary side, a more balanced 
viewpoint is perhaps needed. Sure the legal­
isation of pot is important, but it is really 
only a side issue. Certainly a fair deal for 
downtrodden minorities like the aborigines 
is vital, but let us not forget the downtrodden 
majority either — the women of Australia 
(cf. Kate Millett's book). Conscription is im­
portant but only part of the larger issue of 
acceptance of militarism and war as being 
a normal and healthy state of affairs. For me, 
the "radical" who says he disagrees with 
war A, but would have gladly fought in war 
B, and the three-star general, both go in 
the same box (cf. Quincy Jones' book re­
issued in Peregrine series.)
Continue your exposes of subversive organ­
isations (ASIO, RSL), and how the hell did 
B. A. Santamaria get into the country 
anyway?
Steve Saunders.
Dear Friends,
Keep up the political comment, enlarge on it, 
and try to suggest courses of action, sol­
utions and cures. The fact is that politics are 
an unavoidable part of our lives. Even drop­
outs in the most secluded communes express 
political views by their chosen way of life.
Politics is not about "politicians" sitting on 
their sinecures in parliament. It's not about 
some cobwebby German economist/philoso- 
pher in the library of the National Museum 
in London one hundred years ago. It's not 
about red flags, black shirts or blue posters. 
It is about LIFE! Life today, tomorrow and 
a hundred years into the future. Life in the 
slums and the outback. Life in Australia. 
Life in Vietnam. That's why pollution, race, 
poverty, quality of life and freedom are 
such important issues.
The more people who realise this and sweep 
from their minds the irrelevant crap our 
elders would have us believe are the issues- 
that-matter, the better it will be for man . . .
Keith Thomas 
Shepparton,
Vic.
Dear Sirs,
Your articles over past issues on various 
groups have been rather good -  but WAKE 
UP TO YOURSELVES! Haven't you hea­
rd of MC5, the Stooges, Grand Funk Rail­
road, Iron Butterfly and the Electric Prunes? 
MC5 are a revolutionary group, the most 
controversial group in America, who put on 
the highest ^energy stage-show around — 
whose two albums shocked the establish­
ment . . . get it on Revolution!
All Power to the People!
Long live rock 'n' roll!
Felix the revolutionary,
Lalor,
Vic.
ALLEN GINSBERG INTERVIEWED 
BERKELEY BARB Nov, 13, 1970.
The problem is, the trouble with rock'n'roll 
groups, and city hippy families, is that they are 
aliepated from the production of sueful goods 
and goods that sustain them. . . Until they 
get into something basic like garbage collec­
tion or food production there'll still be a 
feeling of uselessness, of disconnection from 
Mamma Earth, so that I keep feeling the 
most strong form of commune or new fam­
ily group or tribe would be one that is 
connected with either re-processing garbage, 
or growing their own food organically, or 
making experiments that are of use to other 
people.
Whatever political action anyone takes, it 
should be one on the basis of at least one 
hour daily sitting meditation, contemp­
lation, of one form of Yoga or another, with 
or without teacher. . . best in the morning 
about dawn.
. . .  if we propose to ourselves that we're
going to have a revolution then the least 
thing we can do is stick with the original 
revolutionary illumination which was the 
uni verse of soul that everybody discovered 
either naturally or by God's finger touch, or 
by psychedelic drugs, so I think to supple­
ment the drugs and to make that trip a little 
more solid or even to replace the drugs if 
one wants to do that - the universal medi­
cine - sitting.
A politics that is not based on absolute 
spirituality is the same old draggy politics 
that will drive everybody up the material 
walls screaming with the heebie jeebies again, 
which everybody is at this point anyway.
Anit-grass, anti-sensory awareness, anti-sex 
forces in right-wing America and police 
bureacracy Russia are identical persons so to 
speak. The mentality is almost identical . . . 
That's why there's a war, there's these two 
power groups, totally identical, fighting 
each other, with everybody caught in the 
middle.
POEM
He is a very Uptight Person 
My confused manic love 
Where are you now?
Streaking through eternity 
riding a lightning bolt? 
Transcended to some euphoric purgatory?
Being drawn through the intestines of some brilliant rainbow?
My confused manic love 
Where are you now?
Sitting desolate on some 
stagnant park bench 
Engulfed by stifling 
realization of your futile 
corrupt little world 
You generate nothing 
You perceive nothing 
Waves and auras o f emptiness 
pass before your dimmed eyes
My confused manic love 
Where are you now?
- SUSAN ADLER
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Iff D IE  H IT *ou n on
T H E  F U T U R E
Les Rabinowicz
Four or five  weeks ago, a group o f s ix ty  
secondary students invaded a lecture theatre  
w here the M in is ter o f E ducation , M r.
Thompson, was addressing Melb. University 
graduates. The lecture ended as cries of abuse 
and accusation filled the theatre. This dis­
ruption was both rude, and disrespectful, as 
was well realized by the participants. It was 
also (and far more importantly) a formal 
protest against the whole system of education
-  where uniformity becomes not only the 
means, but the ends of education.
-  where creative and intellectual freedom are 
shunned to the extent that the educational 
system breeds conceptual value deprivation, 
a person's level of awareness and his horizons 
are lowered.
-  w here  freedom  of action is lim ited  to  
W ednesday a fte rnoon on the fo o ty  fie ld .
-  where the only cure for the students' 
adolescent problems is old age.
-  where forty Higher School Certificate 
students fill class-rooms, and que up at 7.30 
every morning in order to borrow books.
-  where in some classes students don't have 
teachers (this should be more of a benefit 
than a hinderance).
-  where the approach to subjects and sub­
ject matter is so stifling that it leaves little 
room for personalized interpretation. The 
end result of this being the total distruction 
of the students' willingness to find relevant 
information, by himself, and for himself.
Willingness of students to involve themselves 
with issues, and their attempts to take some 
sort of action, contradicts the entire system 
of education, and this is well illustrated 
bv administrational reaction in the form of 
explusion, suspension and persecution.
Students have failed at school, as a direct 
result of conflict with the administration.
This is a well known quality of educational 
administrations; when their security is their 
authority and their respect is threatened by 
student activism, they react in with repression 
or explusion. Very rarely have administrations 
(which are still attuned to the nineteenth 
century environment) made any attempt to 
understand, to see and feel the point of view 
held by active students. As a result, students 
sometimes needlessly provoke further admin­
istrational reactions; and we have vicious 
circles. It is not only individual students who 
suffer from this, it is society as a whole.
If we are ever going to solve the problems of 
the world, it will only be done by shedding 
the fear of freedom which is now an inbred 
product of our educational system; and by letting 
students grow in a creative environment.
One of the most evident forms of student 
activism is the growing number of under 
ground publications. All official school 
publications are censored by the administr­
ation, the criteria for this usually being 
'no politics' and 'no administrational criti­
cism'. Students who want to voice their 
opinions turn to the underground press. 
Naturally enough, these underground pub­
lications are politically oriented and/or 
aimed at exciting confrontation by openly 
criticizing the administration.
These publications were far more than 
attempts to voice student opinions; they 
signified the growing desire for intellectual 
and creative freedom, which attacked the 
antiquated roots of our educational system 
is based on giving students a false security 
blanket, in the wishful hope that students 
might grow and learn their way. The admin­
istrations naturally reacted against these 
'underground' publications. Cries of political 
manipulation are still heard from head­
masters and other people in prominent 
positions in the Education Dept.
These cries of fear, culminated in the public­
ation of School Power in Australia by Peter 
Coleman, onetime Associate Editor of the 
Bulletin, and now a member of the Austral­
ian Arts Council. This book complete with 
'stop' and 'caution' signs on the front cover, 
consisted of various extracts and comments on 
student underground papers, and student 
organizations. The merit of this publication 
is best summed up by the public reaction to 
it; the Victorian Secondary Students Union 
was considering legal action, when finally 
the publisher recalled all the distributed 
copies from around Australia.
Of late there seems to be a growing trend to 
produce publications that are creative, that 
contain articles of general interest and are 
not based on political edeology. This move­
ment has been led by a group of students in 
Tasmania, whose publication FOK contained 
much information relevant to most students. 
However, two students were suspended for 
distributing it, and the Tasmanian Drug 
Squad began confiscating available copies for 
reasons known only to them. Another pub­
lication such as thi!s was Ubique?, the official 
students' magazine from University High 
School, whose funds come directly from 
students' fees. The administration quickly 
disowned the magazine, which again serves 
to illustrate a genuine fear of giving students 
voice whether or not it's politically orientated. 
In a case such as this, the fear of a bad public 
image of the school dominates. Administrat­
ions should stop worrying about public opinion 
and try worrying about their pupils.
The most active students body in Victoria 
has been the Victorian Secondary Students 
Union. With a comparitively large member­
ship it has been able to publish three editions 
of a tabloid sized newspaper -  Catharsis -  
which is printing 10,000 copies and has a 
state-wide distribution. Besides printing 
Catharsis (and various other publications) the 
V.S.S.U. has tried to promote some sort of 
change in education, forcing students 
reinstatement in schools after suspension and 
explosions over issues such as long hair.
The future of these publications seems very 
hopeful, as there are growing number 
that are reapidly improving in quality. The 
latest innovation is a new Inter-School Link- 
Up which will be ready for distribution in 
about four weeks. The aim is to present 
ideas and views from a large cross-section 
of the student body, and also to provide 
information on what is happening in schools 
right around Victoria.
There is now a large number of foreign 
publications dealing with modern educational 
thought and it is these that are providing 
further stimulation for students and teachers 
alike. The most notable of these is 'Big 
Rock Candy Mountain' which,is an amal­
gamation of educational ideas and experiences.
Other valuable books include 'A Movement 
Towards A New America' and 'Raspberry'. 
These books are only available at the Source 
bookshop; 121 Collins St., Melbourne 3000.
The establishment continues to make des- 
parate attempts to improve the physical 
requirements of education such as the Vic­
torian decision to build a brand new Bruns­
wick High School adjacent to a smelting 
works which in July 1969 was fined $50 for 
emitting poisonous gas into the atmosphere. 
Carbon Monoxide and other poisonous gases 
can drastically reduce a person's level of 
awareness
I think I have said sufficient on what students 
are now doing to change the system, and 
why they are doing it.
"Everything we learn is only real to the 
degree that it contributes to what we are. 
Direct knowledge of ourselves, the reality of 
the world we live in, and the facilities of our 
inner growth and change are the ultimate 
goals of education. For the most part, self- 
knowledge has been limited to mysticism, 
psychoanalysis and various beyond-the-fringe 
activities, and education has been limited 
to a culturally determined range of ideas and 
techniques. We have been estranged from the 
knowledge of ourselves; it is no wonder that 
we are left empty by the educational process 
both in and out of school.
(We) .. . seek to ain in the acquisition of 
this knowledge: not by molding the learning 
into a pre-established pattern, but by provid­
ing resources to help him quench his thirst, 
not by teaching meaningless stockpiling 
leading to a dissatisfied life, but by encourag­
ing growth in the present leading towards a 
joyous old age; not by changing people, but 
by awakening a desire to change . . . "
'Big Rock Candy
Mountain'........
Summer edition, 
1970.
These are the things that secondary students 
are now fighting for.
EDUCATION IS NOT DEAD; IT HAS NOT 
YET BEEN BORN!

This song is one of the most popular in 
Vietnam. Except for the jocks down in
Bien Hoa and Phan Rang there is hardly a 
figher pilot who has served a tour in South 
East Asia who has not been to Tchepone.
Tchepone sits on the edge of the mountains 
in southern Laos just west of the DMZ. It 
doesn't look like much from the air but it 
is a most famous place in that unfortunate 
ountry. The reason is that Tchepone sits 
on the main road that connects the mount­
ain passes out of North Vietnam with the 
southern segments of the Ho Chi Minh trail 
that enter South Vietnam. Except for those 
passes it is the most heavily defended 
portion of the entire system.
A great many pilots have been there and a 
good many will not be coming back.
DON’T GO TO TCHEPONE
I was hanging round Ops just spending 
my timeOff the schedule, not earning a dime.
A colonel comes up, and he says: “I 
suppose,“You fly a fighter -  by the cut of your 
clothes.”He figures me right. “I’m a good one;” I 
say,“Do you happen to have me a target 
today?”He says, “Yes, he does, “A real easy 
one.”“No sweat my boy, it’s an old time 
milk run.”
I gets real excited and asks: “Where’s 
it at?”He gives me a wink and a tip of his hat. 
“It’s three fifty miles to the north west 
of home;“A small peaceful hamlet that known 
as Tchepone.”“Oh, you’ll sure love Tchepone!”I go,get my G-suit and strap on my gun, 
Helmet and gloves, out the door on the 
run;Fire up my phantom and take to the 
air,Two’s tucked in tight and we haven’t a 
care.In forty five minutes we’re over the 
town,From twenty eight thousand we’re 
screaming on down.Arm up the switches high over the 
hills,Rack up the wings and roll in for the 
kill.We feel a bit sorry for folks down below, 
Of destruction that’s coming they 
surely don’t know.But the thought passes quickly, we 
know a war is on;On down we scream to peaceful 
Tchepone.Unsuspecting, peaceful Tchepone. 
Release altitude and the pipper’s not 
right,
I’ll press just a little and lay them in tight.
I pickle those beauties at two point 
five grand,
Starting my pull when it all hits the 
fan.A black puff in front, then two off 
the right,Then six or eight more and I suck it 
up tight.There’s small arms and tracer and 
heavy ack-ack;It’s scattered to broken with all kinds 
of flak.I jack hard to left and head out for the 
blue;My wing-man says: ’’Lead, they’re 
shooting at you.”“No bull,” I cry as I point it towards
home,Still comes the fire from the town of 
Tchepone.
Dirty, deadly Tchepone.
I make it back home with six holes in 
my bird;To the colonel who sent me I’d sure 
like a word.But he’s nowhere around though I look 
near and far;He’s gone to Seventh to help run the 
war.I’ve been round this country for many 
a day;I’ve seen the things that they’re throwing 
my way.I know that there are places I don’t 
like to go:Down in the Delta, and in Tally-ho.
But I bet all my flight pay the jock 
ain’t been bornwho can keep his cool when he’s over 
Tchepone.O don’t go to Tchepone.
The Greatful Dead was the great out of doors 
band in the Indian summer of 1967: they 
were in the vanguard of the hippie move­
ment; they were open about their drug­
taking, and they lived in what might be 
called a kind of joyous squalor.
In the parks and streets, if you were stumb­
ling around high, the Dead's acid-laden, 
heavily distorted rock and roll must have 
been fine; they were part of a new culture, not 
part of your old entertainer/Audience dicho- 
tome! There were other bands with the same 
connection, notably the Jefferson Airplane 
and Country Joe and the Fish. The Fish 
were more political in their music, but the 
lifestyle of the Dead and the Airplane made 
them no less subversive, in fact. The latter 
two bands had something else in common: 
their records were terrible. That they weren't 
satisfied with their records was hardly sur­
prising; they were both performing bands, 
and the cold surface of the album defeated 
them. Country Joe and the Fish, however, 
managed to produce the only really success­
ful acid-inspired albums, the first of 
which was titled, appropriately, Electric 
Music For The Mind And Body. That title 
sums up the direction of American rock at
the time: the Doors hadn't slipped into their 
decline, and the Byrds poured some amazing 
things into a totally electronic mould on 
The Notorious Byrd Brothers.
That was as far as it went. Electric music 
died beneath the weight of thousands of 
feedback-crazed bands who mistook volume 
for depth. The hippie lifestyle continued, 
essentially undisturbed by the commercial­
ization and natural decay. The great number 
of different music-styles that received adul­
ation at Woodstock has shown that the alter­
native society isn't too critical of the music 
thrown before it.
Probably the acid rock died out because it 
was too local; it depended too much on 
momentary circumstances, on particular en­
vironments. It failed to lead to the wider 
American music which it first appeared to 
promise. It wasn't until the release of the 
Band's Music From Big Pink that an alter­
native direction presented itself. Which brings 
me to the music of the Band, the Young­
bloods and the other groups and singers who 
have, finally, revealed the path of a 'true' 
American rock. What they all have in com­
mon is a timeless vision of America; most 
often, is is in no way political. Ironically, it 
was about while Haight-Ashbury flowered and
withered. Its roots can be found in Tom 
Rush's and Jesse Colin Young's early albums, 
and in the songs of the Lovin. Spoonful.
The Spoonful's first album, Do You Believe 
In Magic, was the first conscious attempt by 
a rock band to synthesize the elements of 
traditional and modern music: jug band, 
blues, folk, country and rock. It wasn't until 
the Youngbloods did the same thing that I 
realized exactly what the Spoonful had done. 
It was great music, but it was more than that. 
It was timeless as well as contemporary; its 
sources and images were traditional as well 
as immediate; its environment was partly 
visionary. This gives rise to what is almost a 
feeling of refuge in the music, a feeling which 
is strongest in the music of the band and the 
mature Grateful Dead.
The Dead made an amazing transformation 
with the release of their Workingman's Dead 
album, and even managed to improve upon 
it in American Beauty (which also reads 
American Reality, thanks to the artist). The 
Dead have formed an offshoot band, the 
New Riders of the Purple Sage, which looks 
as though it's about to make it in its own 
right. As the name suggests, the New Riders 
are reaping the same harvest as the Dead, a 
little further into the country: wait for their
album.
Workingman's Dead opens with "Uncle John's 
Band", and the change in the Dead's outlook 
is at once apparent. 'Uncle John' is Jerome 
John Garcia, whether or not that was in 
Robert Hunter's mind when he wrote the 
words. Jerry Garcia has been a kind of spirit­
ual father to the West Coast; lately, he's taken 
to appearing on other people's records, not­
ably Deja Vu, and Paul Kantner's and David 
Crosby's solo albums. Unfortunately, Garcia's 
presence wasn't enough to save any of these 
records, but it all shows the esteem in which 
he's held. His guitar style can be heard in the 
playing of Jorma Kaukonen, amongst others.
Garcia has been fortunate in having a writer 
of Robert Hunter's talent to work with. 
Hunter is, like Robbie Robertson, concerned 
with finding a balance between'the past and 
the present. Like Robertson, Hunter owes 
something to Dylan for his vision and meta­
phor; but both these writers have taken to 
fulfilment what Dylan could only suggest. 
Hunter is warmer, and more bitter, than 
Robertson: he is not interested in detaching 
himself from his themes. "High Time" is 
surely the finest love song ever written:
You told me goodbye; how was I to
know
You didn't mean goodbye? You meant
please,
don't let me go . . .
The music of the Grateful Dead, even now, 
may seem a long way apart from the Lovin' 
Spoonful: listen to Ron McKernan's 'Oper­
ator', and then to the Spoonful's 'Fishin- 
Blues' —  it's all the same song, chopped 
around some. There's more to it than finding 
a r iff in common here and there, though. 
John Sebastian wrote about motel life in 
"Boredom", the Dead do the same in "Truck­
in' " , a condensed history of their life on the 
road, set to some really fine, rumbling rock 
and roll. Every run Zal Yanovsky played 
sang about dusty roads and hotel rooms, 
quiet nights in Coconut Grove and long hours 
on street corners: the Spoonful's Good Time 
Music was blues too. Jerry Garcia has learned 
that there's more to guitar than technique 
alone; on David Crosby's album, Garcia's 
lines are unmistakeable next to the mechan­
ical, styleless playing of people like Neil 
Young. This is part of the whole failing of 
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young. Apart from 
Nash each of them is competent at some­
thing, but they just don't have any roots, 
physical or spiritual. They've managed to 
achieve a certain slickness, but then so have 
the Carpenters. The Buffalo Springfield was 
a phony country band who proved that if 
your heart's not in it, nothing will make a 
few well practised licks into a 'connecting' 
song. Steve Stills and Neil Young are still 
suffering from this woodenness. Stills is a 
fine guitarist, but he desparately needs a 
context; and Young continues to posture as 
the loner— he has written some nice melodies, 
but he's too overbearing to allow them to 
stand up for themselves.
There are worse distractions than Crosby, 
Stills etc., though, the latest being Elton 
John, the notorious superstar, who I mention 
only because most articles of more than hald
a page need some kind of absurd interlude.
Although I thought I'd grown used to the 
eagerness with which this kind if hype is 
accepted, I am amazed that Elton John has 
got away with it on such a scale. Phony 
rumours that Dylan went to a concert just 
to see Elton (according to Dylan, he went to 
see Leon Russell) must have nudged things 
along. The album Tumbleweed Connection 
is a landmark in irrelevant contributions to 
rock: here's Elton John, from Birmingham 
or wherever, writing things like "Ballad Of A 
Well Known Gun" and ',Country Comfort" 
in a grotesque twang that sounds, at its 
worst, like a parody of Mick Jagger. This 
isn't meant to be an improvisation on the 
old 'white men can't sing the blues' theme; 
the fact remains that they can't it they don't 
feel what the blues is about,-and Elton John 
doesn't know what is chosen field is about. 
His music is facile, but that's not its crime; 
every time a person buys one of his records, 
that person's missing out on Paul Siebel,Jesse 
Winchester and a lot of others. And I can't 
believe that anyone who appreciates Siebel 
and Winchester and contemporaries, is going 
to be able to take Elton John. It follows 
that if you've never heard anything but 
Wayne Newton and Three Dog Night, you're 
going to think Three Dog Night are pretty 
good!
Jaime Robbie Robertson, Rick Danko, Rich­
ard Manuel, Levon Helm and Garth Hudson, 
collectively the band, have probably had the 
most direct influence on the better kinds of 
American music over the last couple of 
years. Their first album made their name 
known, but it wasn't until the second album 
that they got down to the business of setting 
out their theme. Music From Big Pink is fine 
music, but its sources are scattered,sand it 
never attempts to bring them together. "The 
Weight" produces a cast like that of "Deso­
lation Row", and parts of the rest of it are 
surreal, but no one theme carries through the 
duration of the recording. The Band is, in 
many ways, wuite different. Its mood is so 
consistent, its tone so controlled, that it 
becomes essentially one work, a collection 
not of songs but of parts. It is country rock 
and city rock at once; the distinction bet­
ween the two doesn't matter much, because 
its vision sees the same essence in both.
In a sense, this is an escapist vision: Robert­
son writes with a remarkable sense of the 
presence of the past, but he is well aware of 
the illusory nature of reminiscence. "Rockin' 
Chair" says it all: Willy longs to get his feet 
back on the ground when his dreams founder.
Hear the sound, Willy Boy, the Flyin'
Dutchman's on the reef;
It's my belief we've used up all our
time,
And the days that remain ain't worth a
dime.
This music need not be West Coast, East 
Coast, country or city music: it's American 
in the deepest sense, unaffected and foot­
loose. It's interesting to note, just the same, 
that a great part of the music has come from 
the East.The Lovin'Spoonful and the Young­
bloods were New York bands, though the 
Youngbloods are now living in California. The
bands are, with the exception of Levon Helm 
Canadian, but again that's not an important 
distinction.
One of the finest bands playing the music is 
the Dillards, who stand somewhat apart from 
the main stream. The Dillards were playing 
country music long before they were playing 
what might as well be called 'country rock'. 
They stepped across the border from the 
other side, as it were. Their fourth album for 
Elektra, Wheatstraw Suite, was recorded in 
Los Angeles, and is a huge step on from their 
previous recordings. It's probably the best 
country rock album released so far, though I 
don't doubt that the Dillards will eventually 
better it. The Dillards will never get into in­
novating too heavily, but they're natural, 
meloduc and clean. Several o f their songs 
deserve to become classics; Rodney Dillard 
and Herb Pederson have written some of the 
most truly beautiful ballads I've heard, on 
Wheatstraw Suite and Copperfields.
Doug Dillard (of Dillard and Clark) is Rod­
ney's brother; while he's not as creative as 
Rodney, he showed some good common 
sense in teaming up with Gene Clark, who was 
the forgotten man of rock. Gene Clark wrote 
the best songs the Byrds did early in their car­
eer; they were country songs at a time when 
the Byrds were making it as a cerebral rock 
band. Gene Clark was always a little out of 
place: he had a beautiful voice, but McGuinn 
liked the idea of singing himself; he played 
amazingly soulful mouth-harp,, but mouth- 
harp wasn't what McGuinn wanted. In the 
end, Clark left the Byrds and put out an 
album with the Gosdin Brothers. It was 
country rock, long before the Byrd's excellent 
Sweetheart Of The Rodeo.
Dillard and Clark's first album had some nice 
songs by Gene Clark, but was a little flat at 
times. The next album added the nerve-dest­
roying voice of Donna Washburn, and it was 
obvious that Gene Clark was once again being 
squeezed out. Sooner or later, he will put out 
an album that will amaze everyone who hears 
it; that album is in him, but circumstances 
seem to be conspiring against it getting out. 
Still, even on the strength of the handful of 
songs he has recorded to date, Gene Clark is 
a major figure: there's no singer-songwriter 
with more to offer, potentially.
The guitarist/singer holds a revered position 
in the history of American music: the myst­
ique of the black bluesmen has been trans­
muted into the playing of the white guitarists 
of today. Tom Rush's repertoire used to con­
sist almost entirely of the country blues; 
James Taylor uses the forms of the blues con­
stantly. It was through Tom Rush;that James 
Taylor was first exposed to a wide audience: 
Rush's last threeialbums have all included 
two songs by James Taylor. Rush has also 
recorded songs by Jackson Browne and 
David Whiffen, both of whom will be heard 
from in the near future, I'd expect.
James Taylor is at the centre of a highly 
productive and distinctive group of musicians 
which also included Carole King and Danny 
Kooch (kortchmar) of Jo Mama. Few recent 
albums have been awaited like his Mud Slime 
Slim: some of the songs which should be on 
this record have shown up on albums by Tom
Rush and James' sister Kate and brother 
Alex. They are as good as, even better than, 
the songs on Sweet Baby James. Taylor is a 
strongly individual writer, with an unmistake- 
able guitar style. His personality is so strong 
in his songs that no-one could hope to pro­
duce a cover version better than the original 
thing. There's no doubt that he's going to be 
deified by the 'industry' in the next year or 
so: I hope he survives the experience. Jules 
Siegel made him out to be a pretty nasty 
guy, very image-conscious, in his Rolling 
Stone piece, but it never occurred to Jules 
that perhaps James Taylor feels that he has 
no obligation to spend his every waking 
moment with the press and the public breath- 
in his ear. Time came up with the remarkable 
assertion that Taylor 'burns with a Heath- 
cliffian inner fire'; perhaps so, but don't let it 
get around. It's that kind of talk that got to 
Jim Morrison, Bob Dylan and a few others. I 
think Taylor's above it.
Paul Siebel was a blues singer from Texas, un­
til he took the step of putting aside the blues 
to write his own songs, most of which are 
well into country music. His first album bears 
an obvious resemblance to Dylan: I can't 
help thinking that it's what Dylan might have 
done had he continued to develop as a writer. 
Anyway, it's Siebel's record, and after the 
initial similarity passes, it becomes apparent 
that he's very much his own man. Woodsmoke 
And Oranges is one of those rare albums 
that flows from beginning to end with a 
natural grace; there is not one song on it that 
doesn't make it. Paul Siebel's tunes are 
haunting and mellow, and his words match 
them; he has Dylan's gift for sustaining a 
metaphor throughout a song, but he hasn't 
needed to employ Dylan's habit of layering 
fragmented images upon one.another. Wood- 
smoke And Oranges earned Siebel a following 
in America, and his second album, Jack 
Knife Gypsy, looks set to make him a 'name' 
performer. Elektra have been taking out 
double-page ad's in Rolling Stone, and Paul 
Nelson has given the album one of his insane, 
cinematic reviews,comparing Siebel's voice to 
'a Godardian tracking shot of the blue 
Aegean'. (That refers, appropriately enough 
to Godard's Contempt!)
Jack Knife Gypsy is a disappointment, sim­
ply: it seems to be one more instance of a 
man carrying a number of great songs in his 
head for a few years, recording them, and 
then finding that he must produce ten or 
eleven more in a short time, for his next 
album. Only two or three of these songs 
stand up to what Paul Siebel is capable of, 
though the album as a whole is still a damn 
sight better than most. Siebel has been fo rt­
unate in his backing musicians: the first 
album boasted David Bromberg, Richard 
Greene, Weldin Myrick and Gary White, who 
are among the finest session men in America. 
The 'London to LA . sef, led by Leon Russell, 
really have nothing to offer next to musicians 
like these.
One man who is about to cause a storm is 
Jesse Winchester, an American living in Can­
ada because he didn't feel inclined to spend 
time in the Army against his will. His only 
album to date is a subdued and remarkable
testaments of personal doubts and fears. 
Winchester is supported on this album by 
Robbie Robertson and Levon Helm. Robert­
son produced the record and co-wrote one of 
its best songs, "Snow":
I was tunin' in the sox o'clock newscast 
When the weather man mentioned snow;
As soon as I heard that four letter word 
I was makin' my plans to go.
I suppose Jesse Winchester's songs are closest 
to the band in style, but he possesses a voice 
that owes its dues only to the road and the 
wind. His songs are gracefully melodic and 
rhymically taut and restrained; his finest 
song is undoubtedly "B iloxi", which really 
is beautiful.
Down around Biloxi, pretty girls are 
swimming in the sea;
Oh, they look like sisters in the 
ocean . . .
Jesse Winchester's next album,and the Band's, 
James Taylor's, the Grateful Dead's, and so 
on, will step out further along the road they 
have found. There's no need for them to 
look back, because their music takes the past 
along with it, into the future. Their music 
doesn't know about time. This is the true 
American rock, and we ought to rejoice 
that it's arrived. There'll always be bands 
extending the horizon in other directions, 
but most of these will come and go, while 
these things will last as long as someone can 
remember how to hum the tunes. '(The 
Grateful Dead, at least, won't stop playing 
for a long time, because, as Jerry Garcia 
says, There's just fuckin' nothin' else to do.' )
A Footnote
There is one band, one album, that I didn't 
mention in this conversation: the band is 
Mad River and the record is their masterpiece 
Paradise Bar And Grill. This album was re­
leased in August of 1968 and deleted ten 
months later. It was never released in Aust­
ralia, needless to say, and now you can't get 
a copy anywhere. It is a truly incredible 
album, preceding even the band and the 
Grateful Dead. It's superb musicianship and 
strange, magical sense of time have not been 
dulled by the two and a half years since its 
release. What happened to the group? God 
knows; the drummer turned up with Country 
Joe and the Fish, but the other three members 
appear to have been swallowed up. Laurence 
Hammond, who wrote most of the songs, is 
a superb writer and a really fine singer: his 
words are equal to those of Robertson and 
Hunter. The title track is the definitive song 
of its genre: I can write the words down, but 
I'm afraid you'll have to imagine the music 
(which is every bit as good) unless you want 
to send me a 'clean' tape, in which case I'll 
record it for you, sooner or later. Anyway, 
here are the words:
Oh, if ever I was welcome where weary 
angels dwell,
I could not find the number to the 
Paradise Bar and Grill.
They say it sits on a country road, 
among the leaves that fell 
When the patrons they stopped coming 
to the Paradise Bar and Grill.
The barmaid's gown hangs in tatters.
the wine is sour and spilled,
The mice they all got drunk and died in 
the Paradise Bar and Grill.
More than once I thought I'd found it. 
More than once my heart stood still, 
But you know it was just the heat of 
the day, and the mud in a wishing 
well.
All my friends have sent this piece of 
silk from your dress of lace and frills, 
That got caught on a nail in the door­
way to the Paradise Bar and Grill.
Oh, if ever I was welcome where weary 
angels dwell,
I could not find the number to the 
Paradise and Grill.
Laurence Hammond's songs tend to swing 
between hard rock and mellow country 
music, but whatever he's writing, it all 
sounds great to me. The band's other two 
guitarists, Richard Bockner (who looks fami­
liar) and David Robinson, are also pretty 
fine musicians. Their acoustic guitar playing 
is about two years ahead of most other bands 
in the same field: in the two years that have 
passed since they recorded these tracks, no- 
one's made an album that surpasses this. It'll 
be re-released eventually, I hope with the 
same cover that the original has: a photo of 
an old-time band, in brown, faded daguerro- 
type tones. On the back, Mad River stare 
out like ghosts from a small photo amongst 
all the details of the songs. Perhaps, when it 
is released again, the group will think of re­
forming and taking their music even further 
than this.
Rob Smyth.
The Essential Discography of American Rock!
Get these records. Listen to them in the 
order they appear in below. In no time, you'll 
know what the whole direction of American 
rock is all about, and you'll be able to amaze 
your friends and influence people.
Tom Rush: Blues, Songs And Ballads (Prest­
ige).
The Lovin' Spoonful: Do You Believe In 
Magic, Daydream, Hums Of The Lovin' 
Spoonful, Everything Playing (all on Kama 
Sutra).
The Youngbloods: Two Trips (Mercury), 
Earth Music (RCA).
Bob Dylan: Highway 61 Revisited (Colum­
bia), Blonde on Blonde (Columbia).
The Byrds: The Notorious Byrd Brothers 
(Columbia), Sweetheart Of The Rodeo (Col­
umbia).
Country Joe and the Fish: Electric Music 
For The Mind And Body, I Feel Like I'm 
Fixin' To Die (Vanguard).
The Band: Music From Big Pink, The Band, 
Stage Fright (all on Capitol).
Jesse Winchester: Jesse Winchester (Ampex) 
The Dillards: Wheatstraw Suite (Elektra)
The Grateful Dead: Workingman's Dead (WB), 
American Beauty (WB).
James Taylor: Sweet Baby James (WB) 
Mad River: Paradise Bar And Grill (Capitol)
RICE REVIVAL 
(is rice coming back?)
by Ross Wilson
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Jre is something to start with - the complete lyric 
song 'Brown Rice' as performed last by my group
THE GARDEN OF EATEN OR 
'BLACKBURNS JUDGEMENT'.
Alas, for those within the Garden of Eaten 
The Eden Garden 
The Eating Garden 
Necropolis: the Eaten Garden 
Where bones and flesh of the inhabitants 
are eaten
THEY ARE IN THE GARDEN 
They are gardened
Since they were taken they were gottened 
And gardened 
Planted like a seed 
In the Garden of Eaten.
They are chosen ones 
The begottened begardened 
In their place of berth.
This poem by Sun Ra in whom Leroi Jones 
sees an elevated voice of black consciousness 
is from the sleeve of Sun Ras' new album 
Nothing Is. The poem juxtaposes the ideal 
of Eden upon the idea of the cultivation of 
slaves and the conflicts that arise out of 
this loss of innocence of the Negro taken 
from the Eden of Africa.
So much of the Australian aboriginal pop­
ulation has been made a slave by ignorance, 
greed, violence and lack of adequate nutrit­
ion. And the Tasmanian aboriginal was com­
pletely exterminated, when British imperial­
ism annexed Australia in 1788 the aboriginal 
like the other wild animals, were aquired with 
the land. Slavery is customary law that allows 
black people no civil rights, in particular no 
property rights except those conceded by 
statute.
It is we the Subah (whiteman) who has long 
ago lost our eyes to see the Garden of Eden, 
we in our insanity of lust and possession 
living out all the lies of western culture. 
Professor Laurence in Hamilton recently 
visiting professor in the conservation of nat­
ural resources at the University of New Eng­
land in a radio interview before he left Aus­
tralia, indicated how we share with the 
United States and Europe the inheritance of 
a Judeo-Christian philosophy which instructs 
us To be fruitful and m ultip ly/ to subdue the 
earth,' 'the fear of you and the dread of you 
shall be upon every beast of the earth and 
upon every fowl of the air, upon all that 
moveth on the earth, and upon all the fishes 
of the sea; into your hands are they deliv­
ered.'
Gary Snyder in his book 'Earth House Hold 
(the title is a play on the root meanings of 
'ecology') and subtitled Technical Notes 
and Queries To Fellow Dharma Revolu­
tionaries.' also emphasises this awareness 
that has resulted in today's ecological cri­
sis. In his book he also extends the idea in 
his statement - 'The Australian aboriginal 
lives in a world of ongoing recurrence - 
comradeship with the landscape and contin­
ual exchange of ebing and form and pos­
ition; every person, animals, forces all are 
related via a web of reincarnation - or rather 
they are 'interborn'. This process could well 
be an essential survival awareness to enable 
the aboriginal to live in harmony with the 
limited environmental potentials at his dis­
posal.
The aborigine, beign utterly dependant as 
food gatherers and hunters on what nature 1 
provides built up a systematic body of know­
ledge regarding their tribal and regional de-i 
velopment, modified by experience in 
changing conditions this heritage has been \ 
passed from generation to generation, by 
example and instruction.
They had no overpopulation problems, and; 
no pollution problems.
They were not driven into fragmented states 
of insanity under the banner of alienation.
If we look at a tree as our brother, if a place 
was sacred to us as a place of magic, myth and 
wonder,, if we understood all these relation­
ships how could we not fail to be integrated 
into our universe? How can we presume to 
understand the symbolizations that are pre­
sent in these myth processes from a very 
harsh and completely alien cultural situa­
tion, when our most advanced western 
thinkers only struggle towards any under­
standing in these areas?
A leader of the ceremonial dance is an elderly 
man when he is initiated into the final cere­
monies. Through our ignorance and our culh 
tural imperialism we see these people as 4 
primitive, when what these people know is ' 
what we need most to known order to save 
our universe.
The north eastern Arnhem Land Aborig­
inals repulsed all the intruders into their 
territory*.
The cattlemen and their shooting parties 
started to arrive in about 1885, the cattle­
men withdrew in about 1905. The last 
shooting party came in 1933.
Missionaries in their stupidity weakened and 
subverted the aboriginal and cleared the wa^ 
for capitalist exploitation. A mission was 
set up at Yirrkala in 1934, it is actually a 
concentration camp for nearly all the 
aboriginals from north east arnhem land. ;
Out of the way, the aboriginals land is 
plundered by mining companies which are 
granted leases without consulting the abo­
riginal people. The area of one mining 
lease includes part of Yirrkala. The first 
mining lease in the area was granted in 
1963. Also in 1963 the Yirrkala people 
petitioned parliament to protest the grant 
of mining leases over their land. Later 
that year a select committee comprising 
Barnes, Chipp, Dean, Kelly, Beazley, Bryant 
and Nelson tabled a report that recommened 
as a sop -
'Where , upon investigation, it is clear that 
there was claim to an area of land which wasi 
flet by the Yirrkala people to constitute |  
ownership, your committee believes that a 
direct monetary compensation should be 
paid for any loss of traditional occupancy, ; 
even though these rights are not legally ex­
pressed under the laws of the Northern 
Territory.' In the ensuing eight years, not 
one cent has ever been paid.
How could these paople believe in the white- 
man's law?
In 1969 police arrived in North East Arnhem 
land uninvited.
Soon after, they tried to intimidate Milirrpum 
the leading representative plaintiff in the land 
rights case, by violently arresting him on a 
trumped up charge of assaulting his fourteen- 
year-old third wife. This woman, having been 
persuaded by government and missionary 
infiltraitors to rat on, and lie against, her hus­
band, was immediately thereafter abducted by 
they government and mission authorities to 
Darwin for 'assimilation'. In the course of 
her still sontinuing 'assimilation' there she 
has been made pregnant by another man.
The same authorities even talk of 'assimilat­
ing her child by 'adopting' the child from her. 
This is genocide - Australian style. Milirrpum's 
arrest led to an inspiring display of militant 
solidarity by the Yirrkala people. They seized 
spears, throwing sticks and other weapons and 
forced the police to retreat helter-skelter from 
Yirrkala and the missionary infiltraitors to 
hide. The assault charge was later dismissed 
as trivial, but Milirrpum and two others were 
fined for resisting the police attack.
(b) The indiscriminate plying of liquor to 
aboriginal people is a favorite imperialist 
weapon for their destruction. So the Yirrkala 
council objected to refusing two applications 
by a hotel company, the licencing court gran­
ted a third because the government promised 
to station twelve more police in the area to 
make a total of sixteen. An appeal from the 
grant, by the Yirrkala council, was recently 
dismissed.
The recent judgement by Justice Blackburn 
in the Northern Territory Supreme Court on 
April 27 when the aborigines of the Gove 
peninsula lost their case for land rights in 
the area judicially endorses their enslavement. 
But this farce is only typical of the continual 
mendacity of the exploitive structures around 
the globe. An appeal to the higher court 
would be useless. That court has already shown 
its contempt for oppressed national groups in 
a judgement on a Bougainville land that it 
peremptorily dismissed.
Aboriginals are continually exposed to all 
the worst aspects of bourgeois culture, in 
contact with any capitalist concern they are 
bashed, insulted, sold useless commodities 
sold (socially disruptive) liquor. Their women 
are taken for prostitution and forced marriages 
and thus their culture is systematically destroy­
ed and fragmented for The Great Lie of prog­
ress. The aboriginal must be paid reparations 
for all these abuses heaped upon them.
As one of the usually stooge barristers rose 
to present argument based on the abolution 
of slavery act of 1833 every other member of 
their legal team objected to him speaking and 
Blackburn refused to hear him. The Abolition 
of Slavery Act abolished slavery throughout 
the British Empire and thereby vested full 
civil rights in formerly enslaved black people.
In New Zealand the Act resulted in the re­
cognition of Maori land rights. In Australia 
the Act has been ignored.
Gibbon, and after him Lecky regarded slav­
ery as one of the major causes of the fall of 
the Roman Empire. This country hasn't 
anywhere to fall from, but the times are a 
changing. The proud noble bearing of those 
brave elders who have come south from 
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Sheeit! The Mafia that controls the shapes of 
our bodies no sooner persuaded some of us 
to rip-off our tit-bags before it commanded us 
to put them right back on again. Now they 
are to be padded out, to fill in the season's 
newer, fuller silhouette. Mary Quant has sto­
pped shaving her pubic hair in a heart shape 
and has designed a waist-clinching corselet to 
drive her old man's conjugal boredom away 
with instead. Breasts had barely begun to 
flower in all their variety and idiosyncrasy 
before they were clapped back into their 
strait-jackets, hoisted into the shape of the 
season and out of the shape of their own.
Why should the season's shape prevail over 
the thousands of human shapes that already 
exist? When we were all bouncing out tits 
big and small around the public streets, peep­
ing our nipples at the world we knew the men 
from the boys at once because they could 
take it. Their eyes did not glue themselves to 
our fronts or swivel away guiltily, their hands 
did not fumble towards or pussy foot away. 
The puppy-noses of our breasts rubbed ag­
ainst their arms in pride and security. The 
men dug the real thing and were happy to 
live without the fantasy. The boys clung to 
their fantasies of pneumatic boobs and kept 
their hearts fixed on the lonely security of 
masturbation.
The real tit is so much more interesting than 
the shape fashion decrees, that it's hard to 
believe that it is a rational motive which per­
suades us to march to them in uniform A, B, 
C, D, 32, 34, 36, 38, half-cup, full-cup, left 
right left right. The reality can be highly dev­
eloped or exuberant, full, moderate, small, 
slight or flat, en globe or globuliform,conical, 
en pomme or apple shaped, piriform or pear- 
shaped, a tete brioche, en galette, bowl-sha­
ped, hemispherical, elongated, that's a game 
that you can continue for yourself. What is 
even more interesting is that the majority of 
breasts are asymmetrical; in about half the 
world's women the left breast hangs slightly 
lower, or is slightly larger than the right, in 
about axiuarter the right breasts are bigger - 
Absolute symmetry of size and angle is very 
rare. None of the world's brassiere's exhibit
such a phenomenon and most of the women 
who observed it in themselves thought that 
they were freaks - until we all took out tit 
bags off. In fact, breasts are as individual as 
faces. Even if you allow no more than the 
anthropological sub classes in my list, you 
can vary it by considering the consistency ; 
firm, soft, flabby, springy, turgid, elastic, 
heavy, and then you can consider the multi­
farious forme of the aureole, and its colors 
from palest cream or rose, to burnt amber & 
even black, sometimes serrated around the 
edges or pearled with the little beads called 
tuberculae, or crisped about with a little 
wohrl of hairs. The bloom on the peak of 
your breast can be flat or cupped shape, or 
hemispherical, or raised from your breast 
like a bottle of gourd.
The nipple is various too, in size, protuber­
ance and even shape, being boss-shaped, low 
cylindrical, hemispherical, high cylindrical, 
conical, or even elongated and phalangeal. 
When you put all these possible permutat­
ions in all their combinations, you can arrive 
at virtual infinity. To the varity of the mat­
ure breasts of childless women can be added 
all the stages of maturing and ageing, the 
permutations of birth and lactation and the 
day by day changes we observe by cold 
weather and hot, by the time of the month, 
by excitement and tranquility. Our breasts 
are naturally expressive whether shy and 
muzzling or pert and peeking or brash and 
bouncy.
A brassiere is no more than a muzzle, a 
mask, binding joys and desires with wire 
and rubber and lylon and clips and cotton. 
So why will they have us wear it? Why do 
little girls setting off to boarding school 
have to pack four brassieres among the 
gymslips and the plimsoks?
The first reason is mere censorship. They 
just don't want people to know what 
breasts are saying. Th6y can't get away 
with putting bags over our heads or veils 
over our faces any more, so they bag our 
tits instead. The Skoptsi used to cut their 
womens breasts off altogether, but culti­
vated western society contents itself with
a version of the Circassian leather girdle 
which bound a maiden's breasts so tightly 
that they did not even form until her 
bridegroom cut the laces with his dagger 
on her wedding night. A modern beau has 
more d ifficu lty  releasing his lady from the 
'foundation which moulds the figure to 
smart slimmness' because she aims to put 
it back on with her clothes. For some 
reason only known to Mrs. Grundy boob- 
haps do up at the back, although if there's 
any place where hook and eyes are uncom­
fortable it's on your backbone.
The commonest rational for wearing the 
titbag is the well-worn oldie —  it's for our 
health. Man believe that if women's tits 
are not bound up, they will sag and sag 
and wither and maybe even drop off. Now 
it is not true of any other muscle in the 
body that it does its work best when the 
opportunity is taken away from it so why 
should it be true of the pectorals? In fact 
those parts of the body which are contin­
ually swathed and kept warm habitually 
waste, like the legs of men in long under­
pants. Breasts grow pulpier and more 
etiolated because they are bound. Where 
the reinforced band passes under them the 
skin becomes marked and roughened. If 
the shoulder-straps take any weight they 
score the flesh heavily. In fact most men 
think that tits sag because they have a highly 
artificial notion of where they should be, 
or where they once were. In many nations 
equally arbitrary ideas are enforced for an 
opposite aesthetic ideal, for tits are pinched 
to lengthen them, and bound across their 
upper edge with tough fibre strings so that 
they hang low and low. Other motives are 
more sadistic. Men cherish a notion that 
breasts are for their consumption so that 
lovemaking w ill bruise and despoil them.
So they are to be packaged in tinsel and 
ribbons like Easter eggs for Daddy-Baby to 
unwrap and nibble them. They dig to 
see them straining against their binding, 
squeezed up and bulging provocatively.
So much of the usual imagery is drawn 
from fru it, fru it which is easilv bruised.
goes pulpy and rotten and is f it  only for 
pigs. Their imposition of a fantasy uniform 
over the multiform real is merely a rejection 
of flesh for something more like a lolly.
When breasts become too obviously unlike 
their all-day sucker they frankly find them 
revolting. For a long time popular porno­
graphy could not bear the nipple at all and 
even now there are more postcards for sale 
in Soho featuring underwear than there are 
featuring breasts as they are.
A Frenchman once lectured me severely 
upon going braless and praised LA FEMME 
BIEN TENUE and, given his prejudices, his 
arguments made a sort of hideous sense but 
that still does not explain why even in the 
short-lived season of the unbound breast 
most women still got into their tit-bags 
every day.
In fact most girls were afraid to let it all 
hang free. The fantasy of the high, hard, 
pointy possom had reigned for so long 
that they were scared to reveal how far they 
were from normality. Their breasts betrayed 
them. Whatever they were was not what the 
nudie mags showed, so it must have been 
wrong, too big, too small, not symmetrical, 
nipples too big, too dark, in the wrong place. 
The porno-chics who paraded the Kings 
Road were establishing a new kind of 
uniform ity which could not even be simu­
lated so they didn't even try.
But oh glory glory to the ones who did . . . 
glory glory to the brown nipples of Joni 
Mitchell so vulnerable in her yellow dress hall- 
eluia for Colette and her great globes, hurrah 
for Kathy & Jenny & Caroline & Louise & 
Danne and every other boob that leapt and 
bounded & jiggled in the feeble sun of this 
English summer.... The unbound breast is rea­
lity against fantasy, humanity against torys 
and fetishes, blood against iron, butter in­
stead of guns, love over lechery. If you love 
yourself, use no hooks, no armatures, no 
bindings. Your paps are not too small, or too 
low, or too soft or too droopy. They're you, 
and you are beautiful.
GERMAINE GREER from SUCK.
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— THE HEAD'S GUIDE TO SYDNEY 
TO ISTANBUL
by Richard Ludbrook
I have spent a year travelling from Australia 
to Europe via the Indonesia archipelago and 
India.
Leaving Australia is the first and largest 
hurdle to get over. There are boats from 
Sydney and Melbourne to Singapore, 
and from Perth to India and Singapore.
Prices of cargo/passenger boats are around 
$200 for the Sydney— Singapore trip. Many 
people leave via Darwin to Portuguese Timor 
by boat or air and I imagine many are flying 
from Sydney to Bali now there is a regular 
service.
Timor to Bali is possible by cargo boats stop­
ping over for a day or so to see the islands 
in between, and there is also an Indonesian 
Intern'al service —  Garuda — travelling over 
the islands by public transport. Catching 
ferries is an adventure for those with the 
time to do it and a light load.
On islands east of Bail and Java Europeans 
are rare visitors. Bali and Java cater more for 
Europeans which obviously raises expenses 
but at the same time it is'not expensive by 
Western standards.
Bali, the only place outside the mainland of 
Asia, where the Hindu faith is practised, 
is a warm hospitable island with music and 
festivals, dances and celebrations being held 
regularly. It's worth staying a few weeks 
near a beach or in a village. Hitching 
through Bail and Java or anywhere in Indon­
esia is not terribly easy as one is expected 
to pay.
Solo (Surakarta) and Jogdjakarta are the 
main cultural centres in Java. The museum 
in Solo, the temple at Barobadur near Jogdja, 
which rates second only to Ankor Wat in 
Cambodia, should not be missed. Banding 
and Bogor are set in a beautiful area of Java. 
Djakarta is a confusing and ugly city and 
expensive.
Sumatra is not, passable by road. There are 
boats from Djakarta to Padang or Medan in 
Sumatra or from Merak on North Java to 
Pandjang in South Sumatra (Pelin lines are 
the largest in Indonesia).
The mountains in northern Sumatra near 
Lake Toba offer breathtaking scenery and
are also the home of the wonderful Indo­
nesian grass which is smoked all around 
this area of S.E. Asia.
Singapore is an enjoyable place and the 
first cross roads after Australia with people 
coming and going from all directions and a 
large majority staying in the Chinese area.
If you want to go to an " 0 ”  den Singapore 
and Malay have several. " 0 ”  heads can be 
wonderful, kind guys -  drop all pre-conceived 
ideas. The Botanical Gardens in Singapore 
house the most wonderful orchir collection. 
Everyone will tell you about Bugis Street 
so go there I guess. Beware of Singapore's 
new anti-longhair lawa. You could be 
refused admission or jailed!
Penang has beautiful beaches and there are 
boats from Penang to Madras. Roads and 
trains are good in Malaysia. Thailand- 
Malaysia border could also present problems 
to longhairs and/or hitchhikers as the Thai 
Govt, are down on long hair, and Com­
munist geurillas make the border uncomfort­
able at times. The crossing by train is cooler.
Chang Mai in Northern Thailand near the 
Burmese border has a great reputation and 
is handy for gathering information on hap­
penings in Laos.
Bankok has some wonderful temples but has 
been fucked over badly by American G.I.'s.
Burma cannot be approached unless by air 
and a three day visa is the maximum, which 
just permits a brief look at Rangoon and 
Mandalay.
India, is a vast country and one could deal 
with it at great length. Travelling in India 
is cheap by third class railways and student 
concession cards.
If you have no card there are readily avail­
able forgeries for $1.00 US. Hitchhiking is 
also quite easy in India and a pleasant 
way to travel. Hotels in the cities are cheap 
and most small towns have "dak bungalows" 
for tourists. One can also sleep in temples 
but please don't abuse the privilege. Try and 
learn the local customs and this applies to 
all the East, as people can be offended by 
your ignorance.
Nepal is a little more expensive. A visa is 
necessary — valid for two weeks, and can 
be extended. Many people don't bother but 
usually get caught after a while. Swayambu 
on the outskirts of Katmandu has a beautiful 
view of the.town. The temple at Swayambu 
is very powerful and in the early morning 
one can hear the lamas chanting their 
prayers with drums and horns.
Katmandu, Benares,(Varanasi) and Goa seem 
to be the main head places in India and 
Nepal, but there are so many places to go 
in India one could lose one's self there 
indefinitely.
Pakistan is the beginning of the Moslem world 
again, which means a bit more of a hassle. 
There are trains in Pakistan and hitchhiking 
is good through to Peshuwar. After here it 
is advisable to go by bus, as hitching is 
impossible in Afghanistan.
Kabul and Kandahar, being on the Europe 
to Asia route, are the most head frequented 
towns. You will be searched leaving 
Afghanistan.
Travelling in Iran by bus is more expensive 
than Afghanistan and hitching is very dusty 
until good roads are reached. Isphahan is 
supposed to be the most beautiful city in 
the Arab world, and Persepolis was a Greek- 
built town which remains fairly intact.
Most heads don't like Turkey and most 
Turks don't seem to like heads. The quickest 
way through is by train or bus (student 
reductions on train) to Istanbul. By then 
you have crossed the continent of Asia and 
are at the doorway to Europe.
ADDRESSES OF HOTELS:
^SINGAPORE -4 1 -4 3  Sam Leong Rd., 
Singapore, or Racecourse Rd., Singapore (near 
new world).
^DJAKARTA — Hotel Andalas, Djalan,
Gadjan Mada
*DEN PASAR -  Adi Yasa Hotel.
* SURAKARTA (SOLO) — Hotel Nonengan
*BANGKOK — Thai Song Creet Hotel, near 
main railway station
^CALCUTTA — Modern Lodge Hotei, 1 
Stuart Lane (off Free School Street)
*NEW DELHI —  Mrs. Colaco, 3 Janpath Lane, 
Mr. Sing, 3 Janpath Lane.
*OLD DELHI — Crown Hotel, Chadi Chowk 
*DESHAWAR — Pakistan Hotel 
*KABUL — Noor Hotel, Bamian Hotel 
*KANDAHAR — Pamir Hotel (on main road)
*TEHRAN — Amir Kabir Hotel (near Perd- 
ouci Ave.)
^ISTANBUL — Merih Hotel (near Blue 
Mosque)
Hope this helps someone but there is so much 
to learn through the experience itself that 
cannot be related to you so get out there and 
start travelling and may the long sun light 
your path into the new worlds.
HUMAN
SETTLEMENTS
A man must believe that the world is good for him, if he exercises initiative and 
takes a step, his action will have an effect, however small in the same real world . .  .
A man has faith that if he is well intentioned, rational, not fanatical, he is not 
alone; there is a human community that is thinking the same thoughts as himself 
and his friends and ready to act in concert.
In the beginning was the word —  and there was a man —  and he spoke. He who 
was within earshot of that voice listened and said to the next, "He said!" The next 
said to somebody, "He said, he said", and somebody said, 'He said, he said, he said", 
and in the case of the Man on the Mount and the Man in the Temple, we are 
listening yet for what was said. We are trying to communicate. We are passing the 
word.
The need for more responsive institutions 
seems to fly in the face of present trends 
towards ever more monolithic bureaucracies, 
built of human cogs, assumed interchange­
able.
Individuals respond to individuals; organis­
ations to organisations. When individuals at­
tempt to influence or confront organisations 
they chance being ignored or crushed unless 
they, too, are organised. Faced with insulated 
bureaucracies exercising control over them, 
students, blacks and the poor are repeatedly 
rediscovering that disorder and riot are more 
effective means of communication than prop­
osals and reasoning together.
Co-ordinated bureaucracies have made not­
able achievements, but the price paid for 
these fruits may be too high if not accessible 
to all. Many of these institutions are insul­
ated from outsiders, providing insufficient 
channels for feedback. Reaction to them is 
eroding the very fabric of our society.
Either we must discover more responsive 
forms for these institutions, or we must 
develop better means of communicating 
with those we are presently building.
If real life is a dialogue —  between man and 
man, between man and his environment — 
which is confrontation and response, then, 
in reality, the process of making is inseparable 
from the object made. A man-environment 
dialogue (involving many between men) is a 
history of change and exchange between 
people and buildings, through building. Yet 
housing problems are commonly seen as 
material slates and not as mismatches with 
human lives. Without reference to the build­
ers and the inhabitants, the shxape and the 
appearance of a dwelling place is insignificant. 
The value of an environment is proportional 
to its subject of life within. Housing prob­
lems are dialogic and dialectic —  springing 
from incommunication or incommunicab­
ility.
What is demanded now is a revolution in consciousness. In examining the nature of 
creativity and its relation to teamwork, it was found that creativity goes on in 
exactly the same way in all fields. Music, art, science and technology are not 
differentiated in this respect. Judging from inner processes, art is identical to all 
other fields. One must know a lot about a field, then lower that knowledge into 
the unconsciousness, and proceed to check what comes up with some known 
experience. The character of the conscious is explicit, and the character of the 
unconscious is implicit. A rt can be the creative process and solution of problems 
which cannot be formulated before they are solved. New orientation is the most 
important part of the solution. If a problem can be completely explicity described, 
it can be solved w ithout this process. The character of unity is such that teamwork 
functions best when the scheme for it has been laid down in advance. We are trying 
to counter the difficulties of making teams work: to unite the advantages of the 
one man team with the advantages of several units focussing on the task. To do this 
we must unite the nature of creativity with the nature of teamwork.
The more you make with less materials and labour, the more you can give to people 
and therefore the better environment you can have. Unless you think of archi- 
techture in terms of process, any attempt to improve the environment is academic.
I can make a beautiful house anytime -  but if the means to achieve that house 
aren't available to everybody, then you change nothing.
and which are adaptable to more democratic 
and responsive styles of control & manage­
ment.
Designers like to think of an ideal situation 
in which a designer finds a client whose val­
ues are similar to his own so that the two 
have an easy, largely non-explicit communi­
cation. The problem of design then becomes 
one of adjusting the designers vocabulary of 
forms in a way which accomodates what the 
client wants, and the adjustments of forms 
are exactly those which are important to the 
client. Criticisms of the product are made in 
the same frame of reference, and these 
criticisms become part of the demand of 
the next client and part of the sharpened 
perceptions of the next designer.
What is wrong with this characterization of 
the role of the designer? Nothing. What's 
wrong with this characterization of the 
world? Such a world never existed for all 
men; and even if some pseudo-historians 
would have us believe that it did, we cert­
ainly cannot afford to believe that it now exists. 
We conceive of society more broadly on the 
one hand and with greater discrimination on 
the other: more broadly because we are not 
satisfied with serving only an elite or with 
thinking about only the small percentage of 
the environment which gets professionally 
designed; with greater discrimination because 
we have come at least dimly aware that 
other's values may not be exactly the same as 
ours and that what we worry about in 
design may not concern many others in the 
least.
Modern large institutions tend to cut direct 
communications; so the professionals and the 
administrators, forced to rely upon their 
own experience' and knowledge, tend to 
impose their own values. The results are often 
inappropriate for people undergoing rapid 
social change in a developing economy and 
inappropriate for those caught in the cycle 
of poverty. In order that the professional 
can serve his client properly, institutions 
must be reconstructed so they become chan­
nels rather than barriers to communication.
But the design professional himself can act -  
First he can analyse much more carefully 
the needs and problems of the people who 
will use environments and can establish 
procedures by which these people can parti­
cipate in the sequence of choice making 
which is the design process.
Second, he can evaluate carefully the effect­
iveness of built environments in terms both 
of the stated goals for which they were built 
and in terms of what they are accomplishing 
for their users.
Third, he can challenge the institutions 
which stand in the way of achieving a closer 
relationship between designer and client.
And, fourth, he can turn his design skills to 
the creation of environmental systems and 
components which are capable of being 
combined by the clients to fit their grants,
Suppose you are moving into a large bare 
room with a window. Your first aim would 
be to make the room livable in the animal 
sense; you might put in plumbing, build 
furniture and so on. In doing these things, 
you are shaping the room so that it is 
responsive to you, so that it is an easy, com­
fortable place to live; but ease and comfort 
are not the only human needs.
The blankness of the walls may offend you: 
you might run a red border or Greek key- 
design around the top of the walls, thus 
making the ceiling seem further away. This 
activity is not useful but ideal; nevertheless 
you are still humanizing the environment. 
You might want to hang a picture — perhaps 
a picture of the garden outside the window. 
The aim of the picture is not to produce a 
substitute for nature, but to add to it; picture 
and garden taken together form a satisfactory 
unit. Furthermore, you are going to have to 
think about how the whole thing goes to ­
gether -  the picture would have to go with 
the Greek key-design, and the design with 
the plumbing. From this point of view there 
is no distinction between useful and ideal; 
the man who sits on the chair and the man 
who admires the picture are the same man; 
he must ration his resources and energies 
according to his sense of the relative place of 
chairs and pictures in his life as a whole.
For purposes of discussion the world we live 
in is like that blank room; we begin with 
nothing and gradually make it livable through 
our creations, art, law, custom, religion, all 
those that when taken together constitute 
our culture . . . .
A city is the environment and property of the 
community; it should express that city's 
sense of the commodious and the beautiful. 
Since the basis of community life is not love 
but justice, or rather justice made vital by 
occasional love, so the final product will not 
be reached by one pure agreement, but by 
the rough and ready consensus of politics.
There are plenty of arguments against poli­
tics as the basis of community action, but 
they are all wrong. Since Plato at least, people 
have been telling us that we would be better 
off if we got some expert to run our affairs, a 
philosopher king, perhaps, if we could hire 
one, or failing that a city manager with a PhD 
in Administration. But I think, just as I want 
to make my own moral decisions, so I want 
my community to make its own decisions; to 
give this up is to lose some essential human­
ity. Politics is living well for a whole corn- 
unity, just as morality is living well for an 
individual; it is not a means to something 
else; rather a healthy political life is itself 
the end at which all acts of public policy aim.
For totalitarian is not 
only a terroristic political 
co-ordination of society, but also 
a non-terroristic economic-technical 
co-ordination which 
operates through the manipulation 
of needs by vested interests.
It precludes the 
emergence of an effective 
opposition against the whole.
Herbert Marcuse,One Dimensional Man, P.3.
During the past 50 years products of pol- 
ution have increased in almost geometric 
progression. During the last 20 years alone, 
the output of goods and services has m ulti­
plied as much as it did from the landing of 
the pilgrims in America to 1950, and we can 
look forward to 50% productive increase 
during the next 10 years. This means more of 
everything -  automobiles, toasters, toilets, 
tunnels, tootsie rolls, tissues and more 
rivers that burn, air you can cut with a 
knife, and compacted garbage ski-slopes. 
The last half century has seen us draw nearer 
and nearer that reconning with th* moment 
of truth; the cut-off point of progress where 
the inescapable iron law — production equals 
pollution -  threatens to condemn us to 
asphyxiation by our own contamination.
Warnings on the growing ugliness of our 
planet have gone unheeded; undetected as 
the purulent matter of a festering environ­
ment. Now it is almost too late as the disease 
grows to epidemic proportion. If we still have 
alternatives, they are a choice between 
asphyxiation or intensive treatment at the 
source of the disease.
If we choose survival, it may well cost us the 
loss of our most cherished institutions, 
among them the affluent, consumptive life­
style. Sex, one of our more popular national 
sports, may have to be curtailed in favour of 
less productive activities as overpopulation 
makes motherhood a dirty word. It will have 
• to be recognised that the sacred profit 
system that sets production priorities also 
determines levels of pollution. We will have 
to examine the omnipotence of the market 
place, which has shown a remarkable ability 
to price everything without concern for the 
ecological values of anything. We will have to 
recognise that our all seeing technology is, 
in reality, blind as it smells our production 
possibilities, oblivious to the odour of its 
own rotting discards.
We will have to treat our sewerage as if our 
life depends on it; it does. We will have to 
devise a much less ludicrous bookkeeping 
system than the one we now employ to 
assess our national wealth. For example, a 
factory that produces $20 million worth of 
goods may also, as a by-product, cause eco­
logical infection requiring subsequent health 
care expenditure of $30 million. Today's 
peculiar bookkeeping lumps product and 
pollution infection; eroded metal repair, 
treated lung cancer, asthmatic sanitoriums, 
cleaned waterways as increases in Gross. 
National Product.
We may very well have to consider who 
pollutes on whom as a 'civil rights' issue. 
The production of artifacts to satisfy the 
artificially stimulated needs of an affluent 
minority in a world of real need is at best 
gross self ishness, at worst economic genocide, 
drowning the have-nots in the garbage of 
the haves.
The vital task of the designer of the 70's 
will be design for survival. The rational 
search of architectural science during the 
past ten years for pattern languages, modules, 
form language, must be expanded in the 
70's to include the relationship of production 
to pollution within its perimeters. Environ­
mental contamination ratings of manufact­
ured objects must become a design factor 
as much as factors r off structural safety and 
fire ratings. How production machinery uses 
energy, discharges waste, and the final dis­
position of the article itself must be encom­
passed in the designer's professional respons­
ibilities.
The whole earth ecology is the design para­
meter of the architect of the 70's, whose 
ultimate professional concern is the preserv­
ation of the planet's life support system in­
cluding every living thing, from aardvarks to 
zebras, with man somewhere in between.
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If we can define our goals; if we can define the relationships of man and his city; 
if we can learn from the huge laboratory now operating on the surface of the 
earth; if we can undertake very careful experimentation, because we are dealing 
with people and not with machines; then we can be prepared to build the great 
cities of man.
Our period demands a type of man who can recreate an equilibrium between his 
inner and outer reality, who can regain control over his own existence by balancing 
forces that are often regarded as irreconcilable. This equilibrium can neVer be stat­
ic but must be involved in a continuous change, proceeding —  like a tight rope danc­
er —  by a series of small adjustments that maintain a balance between himself and 
empty space: man in equipose.
Human settlements are, by definition, settle­
ments inhabitated by Man. In this respect, the 
word 'human'defines the kind of settlements 
(human and not animal) and at the same time 
defines a goal: human settlements should 
satisfy Man.
By definition, the human settlement con­
sists of:
The content, or Man, alone and in soc­
ieties.
The container, or the physical settlement, 
which consists of both natural and man­
made or artificial elements.
These two parts, when taken together, make 
up the human settlement whose largest pos­
sible dimensions are defined by the geo­
graphical limits of Earth's surface. The total 
surface of the Earth, the largest possible con­
tainer for Man, is, for all practical purposes, 
the whole cosmos of Man, the cosmos of the 
ANTHROPOS -  the ANTHROPOCOSMOS.
ANTHROPICS -  man's personal interaction with his physical environment.
Such a definition of the human settlement 
implies that it is not merely 3-dimensional. 
Man and Society change continuously and, 
by doing so, create functions which unlike 
SHELLS (which can be conceived in 3-dim­
ensional terms) require a fourth dimension — 
that of time —  in order to be carried out. A 
three dimensional conception of a settlement 
is very like a film which suddenly stops and 
arrests all the figures in their movements. A 
human settlement needs both categories of 
elements in order to come igto existence. 
Man alone, or in groups if not settled any­
where cannot be said to form a settlement or 
even a part of one. Once he does settle some­
where, even temporarily, we have a tempor­
ary, elementary settlement, in which a pat­
tern of relationship between Man and his 
container comes into existence for a certain 
period of time (one day, many days, or one 
season) regardless of whether thexontainer 
is a natural one (a cave) or one made by 
Man. Of course Nature alone, without Man, 
cannot be said to form a settlement or even a 
container, since it has no human element 
(content).
The basic elements of human settlements, the 
content and the container, can be further 
subdivided into five elements.
Nature — providing the foundation upon 
which the settlement is created and the 
frame within which it can function.
* Man.
* Society.
* Shells —  or the structures within which 
Man lives and carries out his different 
functions.
Networks — or the natural and man-made 
systems which facilitate the functioning 
of the settlement, as eg. roads, water 
supply, electricity etc.
The basic difference between Shells and 
Networks lies in the fact that Shells provide 
cover for functions while Networks con­
stitute them.
For planning FOR we must substitute planning WITH . . . Human settlements must 
be built with the continuous participation and the living experimentation of those 
who live within them and make them what they are. The world wide revolts of 
youth have pointed up another dimension of our problem -  that of time. Students 
who would have participated actively in a few years, demand participation now. 
With the enormously accelerated speed of change, they demand that more and 
more teachers become learners, and that, to the function of dissemination of the 
known, must be added the co-operative search for the u n k n o w n . _________
forms of political systems: if we forget the 
individual values and rights we end like ants. 
In 5th Century BC Athens we find the basic 
principles of humanism being formulated, as 
evidenced through law. It is in this vein that 
we are continuing to build our systems, in 
recognition of the individual. Man must be 
studied in terms of his personal, individually 
held values and measurements: how far can 
Man walk; how far can he see; how much he 
likes something; what degree of freedom he 
needs.
Society is seen as the system — with its 
advantages and disadvantages —  of many 
people working together from two persons 
to an immense number. Often the values of 
Society oppose those of Man: there are many 
conflicting interests and this is why we must 
think of these two elements as separate ones.
Shells, including all sorts of buildings, except 
the Networks, deal with how man has learned 
to enclose his functions.
Networks are those man-made elements which 
have a physical expression in the city. They 
should not be confused with Society, which
categories.
* The first category is the physical expression 
of contrasts between people, where there 
is a direct interaction of some of the five 
senses in person to person contact eg . 
when we design a theatre we create a 
physical network between actor and aud­
ience.
* The second category is that of information 
systems in which there is no need for 
direct human contact. A telephone line 
can act for contacts between people or 
between computers.
* The third category is the cycling of people 
of animals, material goods and forces 
(water, power, liquids, solids and gases).
Each category has different demands, goals, 
technologies and methods of cycling. Why do 
I speak of cycling? Because we must try to 
understand the entire process involved in a 
network. We must think of water supply in 
conjunction with sewerage disposal and of 
finished goods in relation to used discarded 
ones.
THE PROCEDURAL COMPUTER MODEL: 
a flow chart for standard empirical procedure.
. . . individuals are persistently determined, on the one hand, to be individual, on 
the other to develop communities in which others can exercise their individual­
ity too. The human race has never quite seemed to manage this for long; but now 
and again it has managed it briefly, and well enough so that we can continue to 
hope. And it is very hard when one gets beyond the generalization to find ways 
by which these same individuals can act responsibly in matters where collective 
action is essential —  the central problem of megalopolis.
We find that humanity out of necessity is 
continuously tending towards larger systems 
and continuous systems. Fig. 1 charts the 
satisfaction of.the five guiding principles in 
the creation of human settlements. These are:
The maximization of potential contacts.
The minimization of effort.
The desire for protective space.
The desire for an optimum balance bet­
ween the five elements of Nature, Man,
Society, Shell and Networks.
And the optimization of all the above.
How much have we achieved today in 
terms of quality? Never before have we 
been able to maximise our potential con­
tacts or minimize our efforts so much as to ­
day. But never before have we had so much 
noise, undesired interference in our privacy. 
Also never before have we had such bad 
structure of cities or such confusion in them.
These are the general values for all, but what 
about the values for the individual: such as 
equality. The very great change that has 
happened in the cities during the last two 
generations has been overlooked completely.
In the past, people were always equal in the 
streets of the city; no matter whether they 
were rich or poor, they could walk, no mat­
ter whether they were old or young; they 
could walk or play. For the first time in 
human history they are no longer equal. The 
introduction of the personal machine, the 
automobile, has made a very great change 
between people. They are no longer equal in 
the streets and the squares of the cities.
So, we find that while, collectively, the 
averages are high for the maximization of 
potential contacts, for many individuals they 
are very low. This poses a big question and 
the same is true with the principle of the 
minimum of effort because there is no longer 
equality between people in the public space.
All other three principles are now satisfied 
less than before in terms of quality and 
equality. This means that, while certainly 
we have made such progress in many res­
pects, we still have not the ability to build 
human cities. Despite, this, every day a 
pleboscite is being carried out by the rural 
migrants Who move into the big cities.
If the people prefer the big city, in spite of all 
its faults, we cannot reverse this process. 
Instead we must strive to make cities satis­
factory in terms of the five principles of 
Fig. 1. I believe these principles to be the 
best written illustration of what our total 
goals should be.
We can learn three things from evolution:
Man moves from the small to the large; 
from the simple to the complex.
Man turns from natural to man-made 
systems; Man changes the natural environ­
ment and, if he does it in a meaningful 
way, he is better served.
Man moves from low to high energy 
systems. Every one of Man's accomplish­
ments is related to an increase in energy 
of the system. Our task is not to reverse 
these natural processes, but to serve them.
APPENDIX 'A '
OPEN ENDED BUILDING EVOLUTION
Within the framework of discussion this is 
the principle of cyclical renewal extended 
to a total building/city, making it 
possible to replace a building w ith a 
radical new one over a period of years and 
yet to have a building which, at any time 
has a maximum performance age of 
10 years.
This is an obvious answer to the problems 
before us when we consider the CHANGE 
inherent in the following:
“What happens to our definition of 
'intelligence' when computers, as an 
extension of the human brain, are the same 
size, weight, and cost as transistor radios? 
They're being developed through the the 
microelectric process of Large-Scale— 
Integration.
What happens to our definition of 'morality' 
when biochemists are about to unravel 
the secrets of DNA/RNA interaction 
mechanism to create human life?
What happens to our definition of 'man' 
when our next-door neighbour is a cyborg 
(a human with inorganic parts)?
There are several crude cyborgs in the world
today.
What happens to our definition of 
'environment' when our video extensions 
bring us the reality of the solar system daily? 
What do we mean by nature under these 
circumstances?
McLUHAN: The first satellite ended 
nature in the conventional sense.
What happens to our definition of 
'creativity' when a computer asks itself an 
original question without being programmed 
to do so?
This has occured several times.
What happens to our definition of 'progress' 
when, according to LOUIS PAUWELS:
'For the really attentive observer the 
problems facing contemporary intelligence 
are no longer problems of progress. The 
concept of progress has been been dead for 
some years now. Today it is a question of 
change of state, a transmutation.'
Or Norbert Weiner: 'Simple faith in progress 
is not a conviction belonging to strength 
but one belonging to acquiescence and 
hence to weakness.'
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APPENDIX 'B'
EVOLUTION AND TRANSFORMATION OF NETWORKS
Evolution of networks
APPENDIX 'C'
FLOWCHART FOR (TEST) HUMAN INVOLVEMENT
A flow chart giving the inter-relations
Stendhal said that beauty is the promise of happiness -  that promise lies in the 
beauty of flexible forms that inspire, educate, enhance and adjust to the changing 
energies of human life -  in this sense there is room for an infinite variety of 
structures, from the simple dome that can give a family the sense of intimacy 
with the earth to a super sky-scraper that is an entire vertical city.
Today, for the first time in history, men are at the point where they can build 
exactly what they want for every human and social purpose.
This article is an introduction to the science 
of ‘EKISTICS developed by Greek architect 
Constantin Doxiadis.
EKISTICS demonstrates the existence of an 
overall science of human settlements con­
ditioned by man and influenced by econom­
ics, social, political, administrative and tech­
nological sciences and the disciplines re­
lated to art.
EKISTICS, C. A. Doxiadis. Oxford Uni­
versity Press.
EKISTICS. Journal — monthly edition.
Each year at the Athens Centre of Ekistics 
there is held what is termed the Ekistics 
Month. Architects, planners, geographers, 
sociologists, economists, etc. from around 
the world are invited to discuss world 
problems at large. The results of these 
symposiums (Delos) are published by the 
Athens Centre of Ekistics and are available 
in Australia on Subscription only.
For further information contact the author 
of this article at Community Design Research 
Associates, 42 Edward Street, Sandringham, 
Melbourne, phone 593.9209.
(c) Chris O'Nial 1971
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"Half of it makes you big and half of it makes you small — of the 
mushroom, that is"
Alice in Wonderland
"Let the Agaric remain in earth and let my children see what it 
will show them."
Koryak Fable
There are two types of mushroom known as 'Sacred Mushrooms'. 
Fly Agaric (Amanita Muscaria) and Psilocybe (Psilocybe mexicana). 
Fly Agaric is the most commonly known, and can be found in 
many places in both northern and southern hemispheres. It grows 
in Birch forests usually throughout August-September of each 
year, and more rarely in coniferous forests. It can be found all 
over England, but flourishes best of all in wild, damp, hilly or 
mountainous regions such as in Scotland, Sweden, South Poland, 
Transylvania, China etc. Fly Agaric's stalk is white, thick and 
solid when young, with a bulbous base surrounded in the middle 
by a broad, loose hanging membrane called by Linnaeus a volva 
but which in fact is only a small portion of the volva. The cap, 
when young, is hemispherical, and when fully grown, nearly flat, 
quite large, often attaining a diameter of six or nine inches, of a 
scarlet or crimson colour when fully grown and covered with 
soft, downy, white warts which are in fact the remains of the 
volva, or skin, which fragments into small pieces as the mushroom 
enlarges, some of them adhering to the cap. It is possible to miss 
a fly agaric if all these 'warts' have been removed. The gills are 
white, not fused to the stem as in other types of mushroom, during 
decay turning a yellow-brown colour.
It is reputed to be deadly poisonous, but this is not entirely true, 
although it is reported that six people died at one time in Lith­
uania, Poland, by eating a single mushroom, and that others in 
Kam chatka had 'been driven raving mad.'
The poisons of several varieties of Amanita muscaria have been 
used by primitive people over the centures to produce various 
forms of intoxication and since Medieval times at least, to stupefy 
or kill flies, a usage still widespread in parts of Europe today. It 
was also used as an applicant for ridding beds of bugs, hence its 
name 'Bug Agaric' in early english herbals.
The intoxicant and hallucinatory properties of Fly Agaric have 
attracted people since the beginnings of time, the most famous 
eaters of all being the Koryak tribes of Siberia. Mexican and 
Peruvian Indians are usually associated with the psilocybe mush­
room, which does in fact grow in England. It can be found growing 
on horse dung in open fields or in dark uncleaned corners of 
stables. It is typical of fairybook illustrations — a slender stem 
about 3" long with a pointed cap about 1" in diameter, a charcoal 
grey colour, with gills almost black. Several species grow in this 
country, but only the grey ones are effective. Others are fawn, 
light brown and various shades of red brown. In Mexico and 
South America, psilocybe mexicana is used with great reverence 
by their medicine men, along with two other plants, datura stram­
onium (Thorn Apple or Devil's Weed) and Lophophora williamsii 
(Peyote Cactus). All three plants are used for a variety of functions 
including pleasure, medicine, witchcraft and for attaining ecstatic 
states required in divinatory practices.
MYTHOLOGY
The Koryaks, like many other primitive peoples, endowed certain 
objects with special powers: indeed all objects were supposed to 
contain some form of special potential energy which could be 
channelled by the experienced and used for either creative or
destructive purposes. The Fly Agaric was endowed very special 
pwers, those of altering the state of the mind, enabling the eater 
to communicate with the mushroom spirits. If one listened to the 
advice of such resident spirits, it was possible to foresee the future, 
review past centuries, travel to other regions (either material or 
astral) in order to see what was happening elsewhere without even 
moving from the room.
Strahlenberg recorded this story of how the Fly Agaric was born 
(according to the Koryaks):—
"Once, Big Raven had caught a whale and could not send it to 
its home in the sea. He was unable to lift the grass bag containing 
travelling provisions for the whale. Big Raven applied to Existance 
(Vahiyin) to help him. The deity said to him, "Go to a level place 
near the sea. There thou w ilt find soft white stalks with spotted 
hats. These are the spirits Wapaq. Eat some of them and they will 
help thee." Big Raven went. Then the Supreme Being spat upon 
the earth, and out of his saliva the Agaric appeared. Big Raven 
found the fungi, ate it, and began to feel gay. He started to dance. 
The Fly Agaric said to him 'how is it that thou, being such a 
strong man, canst not lift the bag?'
'That is right', said Big Raven, 'I am a strong man. I shall go and 
lift the travelling bag.' He went, lifted the bag at once and sent the 
whale home. Then the Agaric showed him how the whale was 
going out to sea,and how he would return to his comrades. Then 
Big Raven said, 'Let the Agaric remain on earth and let my 
children see what it will show them'.
Recalling the account of the Supreme Being's saliva, above, it is 
interesting to read this report of a tradition current at the time in 
Poland, originally recorded in "letters from a citizen of the World 
to his friends in the east" in 1762. While Christ and St. Peter 
were passing through a forest after a long journey without food, 
Peter who had a loaf in his sack but did not take it out for fear of 
offending the Master, slipped a piece in his mouth. Christ, in front, 
spoke to him at that moment, and Peter had to spit out to 
answer. This occured several times, until the loaf was finished. 
Whenever Peter spat edible fungi grew. The Devil, who was walking 
along behind, saw this and decided to go better by producing 
brighter and more highly coloured mushrooms. He spat mouths 
of bread all over the countryside. Wonderfully coloured mushrooms 
as well as those which looked very like St. Peter's sprang up; they 
were however, poisonous.
It seems likely that the former account was the original mushroom 
creation story accepted all over Eastern European and Northern 
Russia before the advent of Christianity, the latter story having 
been created in order to bring the old religion into disrepute, in 
much the same way as the Roman Catholic church in this country 
absorbed and therefore destroyed the essence of our Celtic 
religions.
Confirmation of the theory that the Roman church did all it 
could to wipe out the ancient art of Mushroom Eating can be 
found in a fresco painting in a ruined chapel at Plaincourant in 
Indre, France (1291) which shows a scene from the Garden of 
Eden, with the Tree of Good and Evil portrayed as a huge many- 
branched Fly Agaric; the old serpent is shown coiled ominously 
around the white stalks while Eve stands by obviously suffering 
great pain for her misdemenour.
Amongst peoples known to eat agaric are the Ancient Egyptians 
(for their country's climate was at that time more conducive to 
fungus growth -  the north African deserts having once been wet 
and fertile in many regions), Tibetans, Japanese, Chinese, French, 
Poles, Swedes, Danes, Norwegians, Roumanians, Czeckoslovaks, 
Koryaks, English, Scottish and some Canadian Indians from the 
warmer and wetter regions.
In Transylvania there is almost no reference to mushroom eating 
in their mythology, yet their occult beliefs and superstitions 
(for example their belief that man can transform himself into 
other animals, such as werewolves and vampires) seem quite 
clearly to parrallel the religious traditions of mushroom eating 
peoples. It is probable that Bram Stoker was inspired to write 
Dracula by stories of Transylvanian mushroom eating ceremonies.
Further research into the architecture of mushroom eating cul­
tures may even reveal that purely geometric structures of, for
instance, Aztec architecture, result from eating such hallucin­
ogens as Thorn Apple and Psilocybin, while the bulbous organic 
appearance of, for instance, medieval Russian and East European 
architecture is due to the enormous intake of hallocinogens like 
Fly Agaric and Belladonna. Such a theory would tie up perfectly 
with visual and emotional experiences reported from experiments 
under 'controlled conditions'.
The Bon-Po's of ancient Tibet seem to have followed a religion 
similar in its 'animal worship' aspects to those of ancient Egypt, 
America, and Biblical Baal worshipers, whose beserk ritual prep­
arations for seances reflect many Shamanistic practices alive in 
the Orient and South America today.
The Russians were (and probably still are in many remote areas) 
so fond of the Fly Agaric that they make a kind of beer from 
the runners of Epilobium augustifolium (Rosebay Willoe Herb) 
and added to it a strong infusion made from the mushrooms. 
They took the liquor in small quantities to "exhilirate the 
spirits" and in large quantities to enable them to communicate 
with other worlds.
There is an interesting connection between toads and toadstools 
(named after toads) lost somewhere in folk literature and child­
ren's fairy tales, until a study was made of the chemistry of the 
skin and glandular secretions of the Toad (Bufo Terrestris).
Much of the dorsal skin and the well known warts contain 
glands which secrete a poison to ward off predators. Most of the 
poisons are, however, contained in the paratoid glands, located 
in two bumps or raised areas, one behind each eye.
This explains to us why toadskins and toads eyes are two 
famous ingredients in witches' brews through the centuries;
Many interesting substances have been isolated from toad skins 
and the secretions, among them being:—
a) Bufagin (named after the Latin Bufo, for toad) whose prop 
erties and effects are very similar to those of Digitalis found 
in Foxgloves (extremely poisonous, and often fatal),
b) Bufotenine (a hallucinogenic drug in many ways resembling 
LSD in its effects) which is also found in the FLy Agaric.
c) Serotonin, which causes the blood vessels to contract. This 
chemical is required for the transmission of electrical 
impulses across the connections between nerve cells (called 
synapses).
The Vikings are reputed to helve eaten large quantities of Fly 
Agaric before going to battle, because it helped them go "beserk", 
hence they were known as "Beserks". It can only be assumed 
that they performed some form of ritual involving dancing and 
super-human feats to instil the feeling os possessing supreme 
power; ingestion of the mushrooms during such a state of mind 
would certainly make everything look small (See Alice in 
Wonderland). Whatever they practised as a preliminary to eating 
the mushrooms was certainly very effective. They were in many 
battles simply able to walk over their enemies by filling Them 
with fear of the Beserks' totally animal agression. During pro­
hibitions in the U.S.A., the mushrooms were not only cheaper 
but also far more effective than boot-leg liquor.
In the modern world, fungicides and pollution play important 
parts in the progressive extinction of hallucogenic mushrooms, 
but biochemists are constantly treating new compounds with the 
extracted alkaloids, and these seem to play the same mind­
changing role today as the mushroom did yesterday. It seems that 
all attempts to stop the use of hallucogenic fungi and the new 
synthetic equivalents have failed; it is therefore no wonder that 
many people ask themselves whether or not they are products 
or manifestations of invisible Forces or Powers, which, as the 
old stories tell us, have come to earth to do some important 
task relating to the spiritual guidance of mankind, and shall 
remain here until completion.
SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS
There follows two recent reports from people who have eaten 
Sacred Mushrooms. From all the reports available to me I have 
chosen those I regard as the most interesting. The first deals 
with Psilocybe, the second with Fly Agaric.
1) Psilocybe. Subject was at the time living in a small very old 
English village, with a church and a graveyard opposite his cot­
tage. After collecting the mushrooms, he dried them slowly by 
the fire, ground them into a black powder, then ate them mixed 
with jam.
"Before the mixture had even entered myistomach I distinctly 
felt a pleasant electric shock shoot up from the base of my spine 
to the top of my head; as the initial tenseness subsided my head 
began to tingle, and this tingling spread all over my scalp, slowly 
down across my forehead, followed by a sensation as if a white 
cloud quickly brushed across the surface of my eyeballs: "My 
eyeballs have just been cleaned and see how new the world 
looks!" All this happened in perhaps two or three seconds. Mom­
ents later I was back in my old familiar room again, in a quite 
normal state of mind, wondering what on earth happened a 
moment ago?
Slowly I began to feel my body tingling, not a normal tingle, 
but as if my body were "going away". I became claustrophobic 
and had to leave the house, so we both went together, and not­
iced, immediately we were outside, that the church was pointing 
the wrong way. We went into the church to investigate and dis­
covered tharthe ground plan was the reverse, longitudinally, of 
what it should be. We noticed that the floor was now lower than 
the original, and saw many ordinary architectural and decorative 
details which only served to confirm our idea that the curch was 
pointing the wrong way.
After looking at the well designed Kabbalistic figures on the 
front we walked out into the street, for things were very strange 
in the church.
Some months later I discovered from a local farmer whose ancest­
ors had owned the farm for many centuries that the present 
church was built on the site of an earlier chapel, built on the 
site of an even earlier Celtic temple. Such temples being built in 
geometric alignments with stellar and planetary motion, the 
Romans destroyed as much as they could and even rebuilt some 
of the churches poitning in the wrong dieection, thus hoping to 
resist the invisible magical powers supposedly flowing along the 
alignments and used by out Celtic forefathers in their divinatory 
practices."
2) Fly Agaric. Subject found some Fly Agaric in a wild mount­
ainous region and decided it must be the right time to eat some, 
for it was growing on the path. He partially dried it and ate it 
together with some special oils prepared to counteract the 
unpleasant sickness which might result from eating partially 
fresh mushrooms.
Initially there was the slow onset of nausea accompanied by a 
strong desire to vomit, although having specially eaten nothing 
for a day or so, there was nothing in his stomach. The nausea 
developed to a most uncomfortable degree, but as the oils effect­
ively counteracted this, he began to feel very happy.
"I was simply happy that everything was happening in such a 
beautiful way. Everything seemed to be essentially good, but as 
time passed I began to feel sad. I realised that I was seeing 
qualities of things I hadn't noticed beofre. Whenever I witnessed 
dishonesty, even to the slightest degree, my own honesty or that 
of others, I felt sick, yet when I witnessed creative and loving 
forces pass between people, I felt supremely happy. I understood 
dishonesty in a different sense from the normal; it was the refusal 
to understand, see, or acknowledge the obvious and as time 
passed everything became obvious."
"A  single, pure, flute-like note played inside my head, and as I 
walked across the landscape this note changed, the cause of which 
I attributed to invisible energy permeating everything. I understood 
that everything has its particular note, or vibration which we can 
hear and feel if we become receptive. I heard choirs of angels and 
deities singing from the tops of hills, and each hill had its unique 
music; not music I can describe for we do not have such music in 
our world; it was the music of living things, music of the trees and 
the sky, music of the wild animals, and then I realised that human 
music is usually a very poor attempt to communicate with living 
things, or at least to reflect some of the wualities of living 
things."
Later, he continues, " I felt very tired and so went to lay down on 
my bed to rest, and must have fallen asleep because when i awoke
I couldn't tell whether it was dawn or dusk. After I discovered 
that it was dusk and I had not been asleep for several days after 
all. I remembered what had happened. I had just returned from - 
a conference held somewhere in the depths of the earth, where an 
important Grand Meeting of Gnomes had taken place. We discussed 
many things of major importance relating to my future and past, 
and they showed me many things which I can not repeat for they 
were not communicated by words: they came into my mind and 
that is how I musth have spoken to them. I must have fallen asleep 
at*the conference too, because I remember waking up to find a 
Gnome standing beside my head (he seemed like a giant at the 
time) holding out to me, in his left arm, a Fly Agaric in its button 
stage of growth, saying : "Eat this and it shall all happen as you 
wish". I reached up to take the mushroom and then awoke."
"Later I walked outside to observe a few things and saw that 
everything contained its own life. Even the rocks and soil,houses, 
trees, the river and the sky were alive; rivers of energy were flow­
ing everywhere, and I was a part of one particular river. I found I 
could understand people even before they spoke; I understood 
them by what they really were, not by what they often appeared 
to be."
"A ll life was sacred, and essentially very pure, while all the evils 
were simply hurt feelings from long ago, not only in their life­
times, but moods and subconscious drives inherited through 
centuries and centuries of family trees. Everything not only con­
tained its own unique characteristics, but a long history, which 
was at the time as clear as the words on this letter."
"Later, the nausea came back and I could not enjoy the company 
of others, who I suddenly began to regard as inferior in some way; 
their words seemed harsh and lacked vitality; they were not real 
words of communion, but simply accepted symbols in a system 
designed to help people communicate. The words were as heavy as 
objects and seemed to come out with great d ifficulty. Others 
seemed sharp like daggers, and hurt very deeply. I chose to remain 
alone and finally went to sleep."
"I spent the next two or three days reviewing the experience and 
trying to translate them into coherent terms, but have to this 
day been able to record onlu a tiny fraction of what happened 
during those few days."
It appears that after a heavy dose of Fly Agaric, emotions and 
reflexes become more atuned with the environment; that is, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to supress reactions to the out­
side world. Aggression outside produces fearless aggression inside 
while peace outside produces peace inside. In this way one be­
comes analaguos to a mirror which simply reflects what is hap­
pening. I assume that during the 'introspective periods' the sub­
ject is tita lly immersed in his own inner world. There are periods 
when communication is absolutely impossible because, by all 
appearances the subject enters a state resembling that of a dream­
ing person, when it is possible to arouse him but only very temp­
orarily, for he quickly slips back "asleep."
No attempt should be made at this stage to arouse or communicate, 
for he will be so deeply involved in watching the scenes of his 
life and imagination pass in front of his vision, sudden severence 
from that "w orld" and re-awakening to this far denser world 
could be mentally totally exhaustive or even painful.
It is interesting to note that many of the experiences recorded 
above are simply a modern version of some of the events of 
'mythological stories'. A thorough search of old bardic poetry, 
ancient myth, fairy tales etc. will reveal the truth that they are 
simply a more primitive means of recording information than we 
have today, and that the basic information in them is correct 
and based on actual observation.
GATHERING, DRYING, PRESERVING, PREPARATION
When a mushroom field has been found one should arrange for 
them to be transported as quickly as possible to the place they 
are to be used, for they are very delicate plants.
Ideally, they should be collected in large baskets during a fine 
morning, after the dew has risen but before the sun has a chance 
to weaken their strength. Never fill baskets, but always pack very 
loosely. It is an old law never to collect more than you yourself
need, but if you wish to break this law, then they should be 
threaded together in such a way that they can be hung up over a 
natural fire; not in the direct radiation, but over the warm (not 
hot) air currents rising from the fire. They should be left there 
for some fortnight or more until they are bone dry, and to accom­
plish this it is necessary to check them every day to ensure that 
none of the caps are touching under more than the slightest 
pressure, otherwise rot and maggots will quickly settle in.
If this preparation is followed, the degree of nausea always assoc­
iated with eating Fly Agaric can be lessened, although unfortun­
ately not counteracted completely. Toxins do not effect physical 
reactions, but mushroom nausea is increased by fear or rejection 
of the experience. Always remember that the slightly distressing 
symptoms will pass away in time and that following my instruct­
ions for mental preparation will help allay them quickly. Accept­
ance is the keyword. Five to ten drops of Essential Oil of Pepper­
mint mixed with two or three teaspoons of olive oil are used by 
some people at the same time as eating Fly Agaric to help counter­
act nausea, but it won't work at all if food has been eaten during 
the previous 24 hours.
When bone dry, they may be stored for a maximum of a year, 
when it is best to collect another crop.
Some Mexican Indians store psilocybe mushrooms in gourds for a 
year after which they are crushed to a powder and mixed with 
Thorn Apple roots and three other flowers to sweeten the taste, 
all other four ingredients having also been stored for a whole year 
and ground to a fine powder. The ingredients are then mixed in 
the proportion of one part fungi to one part of each of the other 
four ingredients. The mixture is then stored in a sealed gourd for 
another year, after which it is then transferred to a leather pouch 
kept hung around the neck and used when required. This was the 
mixture used by Carlos Castaneda to help him turn into a crow. 
(See Bibliography).
After Koryaks have dried their mushrooms in the sun or in an 
open hearth, they get their women to chew the bitter fungus,for 
the vile taste alone often causes nausea and interference with the 
plasure of the experience.
If the mushrooms are soaked in water and left in a gently warm 
place, covered with fine muslin, for about three days or more, 
sitrring or macerating each day, most of the poisons (including 
of course the magical properties) are disolved out into the 
water, which the Koryaks and certain East Europeans put into 
wines and liquors, which they relish naturally enough.
The essential alkaloides of the Fly Agaric are excreted via the 
kidneys, which accounts for the Koryak custom of drinking the 
urine of mushroom eaters. This custom tends to nauseate 
western visitors but to refuse an offering draught is the most 
faul of crimes to the Koryaks, who could not possibly be expect­
ed to understand why one should refuse the chance to speak with 
the great spirit. Indeed in many desert regions of the world human 
and cattle urine is drunk with relish for the value of its salt con­
tent without which the inhabitants would die.
SPECIAL POINTS OF DANGER AND CAUTION
Amanita Muscaria is only one fungus if a family containing over 
a hundred species, many of which are very similar in appearance 
to each other. A common assumption is that all Agarics may be 
used as hallucogenic agents with some great degree of safety, or 
alternatively that all Agarics are fatal poisons. Neither assumption 
is entirely truthful. It would be well to purchase a well illustrated 
text-book on fungi spending the first few months simply learning 
to recognise different species. Never eat fungi until the identity 
is known. No one wants to take one of the irretrievably fatal species 
during a hasty experiment.
Never take decaying or maggot-eaten specimens for consumption, 
even when you know that the species in question is definitely 
edible, although those slightly attacked by slugs are perfectly 
allright after thorough washing with cold water. Maggots eat 
into the flesh of the fungi leaving tiny holes, while slugs simply 
eat away holes at the surface, like little craters.
It is apparently easy to overdose with Fly Agaric, so one should 
never eat more than two or three thoroughly dried specimens (about 
3" diameter) to begin with. After at least an hour, preferably
longer, one or two more may be eaten. With larger mushrooms 
take less in number. Some agaric are more poisonous than others 
so to begin with even smaller quantities than suggested above 
may be advisable. However, if the practical hints and proper 
methods of preparation given are followed, and combined with 
common sense rather than paranoid caution, there should be no 
danger at all. Experience, patience and sharp perceptions are 
necessary. (Speed kills). It should be remembered thatthioughout 
history precautions have been taken to ensure that poisoning did 
not occur. Such precautions usually involved becoming exper­
ienced in the art of knowing whether it contains more of the 
poisonous principles or the hallucogenic principles.
Such very real dangers are some of the reasons why the Sacred 
Mushrooms have been kept as closely guarded secrets. Misuse 
has already brought them into disrepute in many parts of the 
world.
ANTIDOTES
When it is experimenting it is best to learn of the various 
antidotes and partial antidotes available, and to keep them handy 
in case anything should go wrong.
In severe cases of mushroom poisoning it is always best to seek 
medical aid, and to specify to your doctor, if possible, exactly 
which mushroom has been eaten, how much, how long ago. If 
this is not possible, take a piece of the fungus to the doctor or 
give him a good description and details of where it was found. In 
cases of mild poisoning where a doctor does not appear to be 
necessary but some form of ammellioration is required, the 
following may be administered carefully, in small doses, and 
regularly, (every half hour at first, decreasing dosage and increasing 
times between doses, as symptoms wear o f f ) : -  brandy (be careful), 
camphor, medicinal charcoal, coffee, fat or oil to relieve the 
stomach.Emetics and purgatives can be used.
LAWS TO BE OBSERVED DURING COLLECTION AND 
CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL SUBSTANCES
Man is one tiny part in a vast system of living things, all of which 
play important roles in the smooth flow of life. Until a certain 
awareness of the life inherent in all things has been attained, 
there can be no personal understanding of life, or respect for 
the self.
Your body, although capable of haning on to the last fraying 
strands of life, is a very delicate structure indeed, and it should 
be learned which substances your body is capable of assimilating 
and using to further health.
Health does not only imply physical health, but a certain internal 
quietness of clarity of mind. Aggressiveness, clinging, jealousy, 
fear and hate, are just a few of the internal distresses we all have 
to overcome before we are entirely independent spirits. Independ­
ence means that we do not NEED any particular thing, nor do we 
seek out useless pleasures when at peace. We indulge ip energetic 
exercises with nature and accept that is placed on the doorstep 
with gratitude.
Indians collecting peyote cacti do not seek them, but walk through 
the selected country in a straight line, and if they happen to 
"bump into one", then it is for them to pick. They do not wander 
away from their path to collect those perhaps ten yards away for 
they assume that Mescalito will guide them if the time is right.
This is the attitude of many primitive peoples, who regard those 
who hurriedly search through the undergrowth as seeking pleasure 
and power.
It may be detable whether or not fungi contain some resident 
"sp irit" but many doubtlessly have the power to induce peculiar 
and important states of mind and if we look objectively at the 
effects, we find that they can do no more than alter the state of 
our mind, AS IT IS PREVIOUS TO consumption. Thus those 
who make a habit out of using such things gain progressively less 
benefit each time, for they do not allow time to assimilate each 
experience into their life patterns, a process which may take weeks 
or even months.
Enjoying or suffering the purely chemical effects of hallucogenic 
mushrooms serves no purpose other than to intoxicate the brain 
and therefore DULL the senses, exactly the opposite of the 
desired effect. Over stimulation of the system not only introduces
harmful toxins to the body, but quickly uses up natural sources 
of energy, producing tiredness, inability to ffocus the mind, rest­
lessness, lethargy, progressivly deepening melancholy, nervousieiss, 
etc.
The key to perception of subtle things and of enjoying pleasures 
fully, lies in your own awareness of the pleasure and importance 
of being in this state for a while and indulging in the vast variety 
of things the world has to offer. To rely on our own resources 
rather than the weekly ingestion of some chemical is more 
honest. In many parts of the world mushrooms are taken only a 
very few times in life, to act as a catalyst in the awakening of 
dormant senses, which once awakened may be exercised in 
ordinary daily activity to leep them awake. Love of all life will 
eventually produce greater effects than a weekly dose of fly  
agaric, although it may sometimes be necessary for some people 
to take a close look at the activities of deeper regions of the 
mind, in order to solve some baffling problem.
Mushroom eaters always prepare themselves for some days 
beforehand, they decide exactly what it is they wish to achieve 
and ensure that any necessary directions are firm ly imprinted on 
the mind so as not to lose their objective during intoxication. 
Unless such procedure is attended to, the experience is likely 
to be merely a barrage of sensations and ideas welling up from 
within; such experiences may indeed be pleasant, but are in 
reality no better than getting drunk every night (it must be rem­
embered that Fly Agarics are highly toxic). The value of the 
experience depends upon an understanding of the two kinds of 
pleasure and the two kinds of pain.
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tear smoke generator moves in Now. loaded with a new 
Super-Strength Type CS just developed byG O.E.C.. it's a 
non-lethal street cleaner of almost unbelievable power 
This new liquid. CS irritant formulation, most potent ever 
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breathe' sensations it causes, Super-Strength Type CS not 
only sends the meanest troublemakers running It con­
vinces them not to come back It also works in cool tem­
peratures and breezes where milder formulations might 
lose their punch.
For departments with limited budgets a PEPPER JFOG 
generator and a good stock of formulations make a formi­
dable tear gas arsenal It's extremely controllable; you can
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Over the past three months, the Black Panther 
Party appears to have split into two clearcut factions. 
This article, by a white writer who has supported the 
Party in the past and who has not taken sides in the 
current dispute, is an attempt to clarify some of the 
issues, incidents and politics involved in the split.
White people-those in the struggle and those 
who read this article-should keep several things in 
mind while trying to understand the current situation. 
The first is the vicious repression, from the federal 
level to the local police precinct, to which the Pan­
thers have been subjected almost from their ^beginnings 
in Oakland, California in 1966. Panther leaders have 
been murdered in cold blood (Fred Hampton and Mark 
Clark by the Chicago pigs); forced into exile (Eldridge 
Cleaver); imprisoned for months, often without bail 
and/or without having been found guilty o f  any 
crimes by juries o f their peers (Huey Newton, Ericka 
Huggins, Bobby Seale, Joan Bird, Afeni Shakur, Lon­
nie McLucas); tied and gagged in the courtroom for 
trying to defend themselves (Bobby Seale). Few 
white in Amerika, including white revolutionaries, 
have suffered such systematic, day-to-day repression. 
Charges o f  “fascism” may sound exaggerated to white 
(and many black) ears; the gap between that -ism and 
daily realities have been much narrower for the Pan­
thers and for other Third World people in the struggle.
A second thing to keep in mind is that the Pan­
thers became a leading revolutionary organization in 
Amerika by serving the people—black people—in con­
crete ways: free breakfast programs, free clinics, libera­
tion schools, self-defense. They were the first major re­
volutionary party in Amerika to openly advocate arm­
ed struggle. It is not surprising that the pigs at all le­
vels should find this practice-coupled with a Marxist- 
Leninist analysis and a revolutionary socialist program 
—threatening to their wealth, power and control over 
black people.
A third point is our own responsibility for the 
Panthers’ current plight. Clearly, one contributing 
strain in the split is the external repression and the re­
sulting diversion o f the Party’s energies and resources 
away from serve-the-people programs and community 
organizing into defense efforts and mass mobilizations. 
The Party has issued urgent call after urgent call for 
help from its white supporters. The kind o f  help they 
wanted was for us to mobilize massive white support 
for community control o f police, to free political pri­
soners, and to build barriers against further repression. 
Some white did these things; but all too many ot us 
have responded all too often with little more than au­
tomatic deference. In the March 12 Good Times, Mike 
Henry writes that “the white movement’s vicarious in­
volvement with the Panthers is so powerful as to cor­
rupt the Panthers themselves.” As examples, he points 
to Huey Newton’s recent brilliant theoretical analyses, 
which got rave reviews from white intellectuals but 
left black listeners complaining that Huey wasn’t deal­
ing with their immediate problems. If we had respond­
ed more concretely, more strongly and in greater num­
bers to the Panthers’ calls for help—if we had mobilized 
masses o f whites against repression and freed more Pan­
ther prisoners, so the Party could go on with its pro­
grams without getting mired down almost exclusively 
in defense work—its situation might be very different 
today.(One exception to this generalization about the 
lack o f white support is the Communist Party USA, 
which did respond with organizational help, money 
and lawyers.)
Fourth, almost certainly, the influence o f the 
pigs has not been solely an external force operating 
on the Party. At one point over a year ago, Party 
leaders became so concerned over police infiltration 
(and other things) that they closed party membership 
for a period o f months. Although no cases of internal pig provocateurs have been verified in the current 
split, to my knowledge, we may safely assume that po­
lice infiltrators within the Party are doing their part 
to exacerbate tensions and widen the split.
All o f these factors-but especially the realiza­
tion that the Panthers have been initiated by fire in 
the revolutionary struggle in ways that few o f us can 
even imagine—should give white commentators a 
certain humility when discussing the split. (Unfortun­
ately this has not always been the case. In the March 
12 Good Times, Giselle E., in the spirit o f a 300-year- 
old white tradition, arrogantly accused the Panthers 
of playing “childish games.” Much e f  his pique seem­
ed to be based on the fact that the Panthers have not 
communicated much with the white alternative press, 
and that they are too “rigid.”)
On the other hand, it must be a primary tenet o f 
our revolution that no one, and no organization, is 
above criticism. On this score, both Third World (the 
Young Lords Party) and white revolutionaries (The 
Guardian) have criticized both factions o f the Panthers 
for the destructive and un-Marxist ways they have 
sought to resolve their differences. A particular cause 
for concern is the fate o f Bobby Seale, Ericka Huggins, 
Joan Bird, Afeni Shakur, Lonnie McLucas and other 
imprisoned Panthers if  the two factions should dissi­
pate their energies in internecine warfare-only the 
pigs can gain from that. (Joan and Afeni had their bond 
revoked and were thrown back into jail after the other 
two Panther 21 defendants who were out on bond, 
Michael Tabor and Richard Moore, jumped bond and 
split for Algiers.)
4c *  *  *  *  He
The two factions each have their own leaders, 
center o f operations and style. Conclusions about their 
ideological differences must be tentative at this point— 
the split has taken place piecemeal, with a lot o f rough 
edges, with neither faction united around an explicit 
program or manifesto. Another thing to keep in mind 
is that the International Section in Algiers, thru the use 
o f videotapes, has publicized its vie.ws far more effec­
tively than Oakland. Nevertheless, some clear differ­
ences seem to be emerging.
The wing ied by Huey Newton and David Hilliard, 
the incumbents, remain headquartered in the national 
offices in Oakland. They have expelled most o f  the New 
York 21 lor criticizing the Party leadership and praising 
the Weathermen in an open letter; a leading member o f  
the Los Angeles chapter. Elmer “Geronirno” Pratt; and 
the entire Intercommunal Branch o f the Party in Alger­
ia. They are waging a campaign o f character assassina­
tion against Eldridge Cleaver.
The other faction, centered in the Intercommun­
al Branch headquarters in Algiers and secondarily in 
New York City, first appeared to be led by Cleaver; 
but that image is now expanding to include Kathleen 
Cleaver, Don Cox and the other Panthers in Algiers. 
They have demanded that the Central Committee in 
Oakland remove David Hilliard from his position on 
the Committee, and that they reinstate the New York 
21 (most o f whom are allied with the Cleaver group) 
and other Panthers who have been expelled by New­
ton and Hilliard. They are calling for a “purge from 
the bottom up.”
The political differences between the iwo fac­
tions seem to center around (1) decision-making with­
in the party and (2) what level o f struggle the party 
should be operating on.
(1) Both factions espouse a belief in democratic 
centralism. But the Algiers-New York group says there 
has been too much centralism-in the hands o f  Huey 
Newton and David Hilliard-and not enough democra­
cy. Specifically, they charge that Central Committee 
members in Algiers-Eldridge and Kathleen Cleaver 
and Don C ox-w ere not consulted about some o f the 
recent expulsions, as democratic centralism would re­
quire.
At times, Hilliard is painted as an evil genius 
who gained control o f the Party between the time 
Seale went to jail and Newton was released, and who 
now manipulates Newton by keeping him high on 
drugs. He has been accused o f using Party funds for 
personal ends. Newton is being criticized for building 
a cult based on the Glorious Sayings o f Huey, taking 
on the title o f Supreme Commander (changed later, 
after much criticism, to Supreme Servant), and for 
living in a $650-a-month apartment in a white apart­
ment building. (Newton’s supporters defend the latter 
as a necessary security measure against police attacks.) 
Some who have seen two videotapes prepared by the 
Algiers group say they, in contrast to Newton, pre­
sented themselves as a group-not a hierarchy.
The criticism o f overcentralized authroity grows 
out o f the Party’s history. It began in 1966 as a small 
circle o f blacks in Oakland. Since then, the Party has 
grown tremendously, but the Central Committee has 
been expanded only a little -to  let in David Hilliard 
and Kathleen Cleaver, for example. Altho the Party is 
now nationwide, all Central Committee members (ex­
cept for those in exile in Algeria) are in California.
Oakland has not really responded to these char- 
ges-at least, not in public. Their counterattack has 
been to criticize Cleaver’s individualism; his male 
chauvinism, especially toward Kathleen Cleaver (in­
cluding holding her prisoner in Algiers against her 
will, and murdering her lover); his lack o f manhood 
for never having picked up the gun against the pigs; and 
his divisive influence within the Party and within the 
world revolutionary struggle (for instance, Cleaver had 
differences with the Cuban government while he was 
there). They have also condemned both Algiers and
New York for airing party differences publicly via 
TV, videotapes, open letters and interviews.
Cleaver’s reputation as a male chauvinist has 
been well publicized, not least by himself, e.g., in 
Soul on Ice. But his supporters point out that the 
Central Committee ignored this until it became a 
usetul handle for discrediting Cleaver and charge that 
Oakland is using this to avoid dealing with the issues 
he is raising.
(2) The Algiers-New York group has come to 
feel that armed struggle is the only kind o f  “real” 
revolutionary struggle in fascist Babylon. They dig 
the Weathermen, but they liked them better beforetheir "New Morning Changing Weather’’ statement 
signaled a turning away from exclusively military strug­
gle and going underground now. They feel the Oakland 
leadership has instead bogged the Party down in mass 
rallies, petition campaigns, defense efforts, fund-raising, 
international diplomacy and other diversionary activi­
ties.
The Newton-Hilliard group argues that the Par­
ty should exhaust all available means o f struggle, 
meaning: Don’t go completely underground yet our 
main task is to educate the people. The Oakland lead­
ership is to educate the people. The Oakland leader­
ship, saddled with the responsibility o f mounting de­
fense efforts for many brothers and sisters in jail, with 
building mass support against greater repression, and 
with keeping the party afloat, concedes the need for 
some underground activity, but feels the Party must 
continue to operate aboveground in mass, educational, 
and defense efforts. (It should also be noted that it’s 
easier to call for armed struggle in the US from Algiers 
than from Oakland.)
* * * * * *
It is not necessary, at this point, for us to take 
sides in the split. We must express revolutionary soli­
darity with all Third World people in the struggle, in­
cluding the Panthers in Oakland, Algiers, New York, 
and everywhere else. Both factions’ practice in the 
months to come should clarify where each is at, and 
whether either (or both, or neither) will continue to 
be in the forefront of revolutionary struggle in the 
United States. If either group can move beyond the 
bitterness ot the split to a balanced and solid revolu­
tionary program for the future, we must support its 
efforts to regain lost time. If this does not happen, the 
history o f past revolutions and a dialectical point o f  
view tell us that new and stronger organizations, bet­
ter adapted to changing circumstances, will arise to fill 
the void. If we intend to judge the Panthers by their 
actions^something we often have failed to do in the 
past), then we must be prepared to wait and see. In the 
meantime, we must continue to support all Third World 
revolutionaries, including Panthers o f both factions, 
against pig repression; and work to free ALL political 
prisoners.
Perhaps most important, we must realize that 
the Panthers aren’t going to make a revolution alone. 
They are one o f many black revolutionary groups in 
United States—not the whole black movement, as both 
the capitalist and the underground press, in our exclu­
sive preoccupation with them, sometimes seem to 
imply. The best solidarity we can show is to quit 
hanging onto their coattails and begin organizing 
masses o f white people for a revolution which will 
liberate everybody.
—bob goodman
Australian recording scene. For years groups 
came and went, made their music, good or 
bad, and it was lost forever when they split. 
Or, if they had achieved a fair measure of 
commercial success they were able to leave 
behind them their musical legacy of a few 
hastily recorded singles. Occasionally some 
of the biggest groups were able to release 
a record company approved LP which, need­
less to say, was completely sterile and devoid 
of musical intergrity. However, lately things 
have improved to such a degree that compan­
ies such as Festival have realised that with 
proper promotion and exploitation there is 
big money to be milked from the rock freaks. 
They have gone to the unheard of lengths 
of letting promising groups such as Black- 
feather, Khavas Jute and the Cleves cut 
albums of their own without the usual insur­
ance policy of a hit single. Such thinking leads 
one to at least feel a bit of optimism for the 
Australian recording industry. We are grad­
ually falling into line with current practises 
in London and Los Angeles. In the last six 
months there have been something like 
fourteen albums released by Australian rock 
musicians.
Heartening as they are, these figures have to 
be severely wualified when one takes upon 
the task of reviewing the actual musical con­
tent of all these albums. Sadly enough, the 
picture is not a very encouraging one. The 
range of the music is tolerably wide, from 
the blues of Billy Thorpe and Chain through 
the self-conscious outdoor sound of Flying 
Circus and Greg Quill to the brittle and often 
shallow attempts at self expression by Hans 
Poulsen.
Unfortunately the overall impression is one
of unpreparedness. Most of the material gives 
you the feeling that it was almost consciously 
vomited up in the studio and wasn't born 
and allowed to mature organically in the 
musicians heads.
Perhaps the worst example is Billy Thorpe's 
Hoax Is Over album. This sort of thing is just 
a little bit too much to take seriously in 
1971. After a full pop star's career in Tv 
and records, Billy has opted out to become a 
big bold bluesman. The whole thing is so 
inflated, arrogant and pompous that it be­
comes ludicrous. Frank Zappa best summed 
up the position when, speaking of such 
white pseudo blues singers, he said, 'It's 
embarrassing that they are not embarrassed.'
The album contains only four cuts but two 
of them are extended jams running over 
twenty minutes. Anyone who can sit 
through this stuff is a compulsive mascho- 
chist and needs help. Kevin Murphy's per­
cussion work is deadeningly aggressive while 
bass player Paul Wheeler's tired cliches are 
forgotten almost as quickly as they are heard.
The album explodes the old myth about 
Lobby Lloyd being a guitar genius. It has 
been easy for such legends to be propogated 
while the musician in question hasn't record­
ed an album on which he can be judged. How­
ever, on the strength of his work on this 
album Lobby is strictly in the backyard 
class. He simply can't sustain interest over 
an extended solo passage. His inspiration 
is only sporadic and his technique although 
workmanlike is limited. Compared to per­
formances recorded by Cream a couple of 
years ago, this is very tame stuff.
There is none of the fire and lively inter-
music from  
a cultural 
ghetto........
I admit I was not overjoyed at the prospect 
of receiving a stack of Australian albums. Even 
allowing for sentiment there is not really 
much that can be said about Australia's music­
al progress in the past twelve months or so. 
Admittedly it is an extremely difficu lt task 
to try and create true honest felt music in 
such anaesthetic slum. But even so the roots 
of rock music have been laid down here, as 
elsewhere, for some fifteen years and it is 
surprising anf distressing that no recognis­
able traditions have sprung up.
Being so unfortunately cut off from the rest 
of the world culturally has had a stiltifying 
effect on our music. You try and kid yourself 
that there is something akin to a renaissance 
overtaking our musical life. There seem to 
be more concerts, less emphasis on disco's 
and dance music as such and slight glimmers 
of better things to come foreshadowed in 
Graham Berry's (the Arch McKirdy of the 
teenyboppers) pioneering work on 3XY. 
People seem to be awakening from their 
lethargic trance and about to start assimil­
ating their own culture.
The most promising aspect of this new 
cultural awareness is the birth of a genuine
play that evolved out of the Clapton/Bruce 
association. For all their volume and vulgarity 
the Aztecs couldn't even aspire to the stand­
ard of such distinctly third rate bands as Free 
and Savoy Brown. As for Thorpe himself, 
the less said the better. In my years of listen­
ing to music I have yet to hear a more dis­
tasteful and repellent voice than Mr. Thorpe's 
His vainglorious bellowings on "Gangster of 
Love" are right out of a psychiatrists case­
book. Anyone with any admiration and 
respect for the art form that is blues will 
avoid this album as the plague.
Chain's live album is a different kettle of 
fish. Recorded some time ago and with a 
different line up the album nevertheless is an 
adequate indication of where the group is at 
today.
The main thing that strikes you about the 
album is the obvious honesty and sincerity 
of the musicians involved. There are no 
heads being fed here. The music flows 
smoothly with solo honours being shared 
mainly by guitarist Phill Manning and Warren 
Morgan on electric keyboards. Manning's 
solos, in contrast to Lloyd's, seem to have 
their basis in melody and not just random 
constructed torrents of notes. His playing is 
both clean and virile and gives onethe 
impression that the limitations of the blues 
progressions are beginning to frustrate and 
stunt Manning's creative drive. Whether he 
leaves this type of music in order to explore 
his own potential remains to be seen.
This is a good tight blowing album by a 
dedicated band working within the confines 
of the blues idiom. The recorded sound is of 
a reasonable quality and comparable to many 
overseas live albums.
Blackfeather are another heavy guitar based 
trio from Sydney who have been slowly but 
surely finding a receptive audience in the last 
six months. Their music, mostly written by 
lead guitarist John Robinson, has its origins 
in English bands such as Jethro Tull and 
Procol Harum. They are one of the few bands 
around who are honestly trying to keep 
abreast of current musical thought.
Their Festival album At The Mountain Of 
Madness (Named after a typically freaked out 
H. P. Lovecraft novel) gives us a good closeup 
of their musical virtues and unfortunately 
of their often glaring blunders and excesses. 
The cover features some mildly interesting 
gothic creations,'presumably suggested by 
the lyrics. Unfortunately the opening track 
after which the album takes its name, is so 
dire that only the stout hearted would dare 
to venture on. Against a pretty, nicely modu­
lated guitar figure Neal John's ghastly voice 
intones some ridiculous piece of cut-rate 
lovecraft nonsense. The effect of which was 
toi reduce me to helpless laughter.
Things pick up a bit on the next two tracks 
but it is the last cut, "Mango's Theme" where 
the band really cut loose and start to get it 
off. Robinson's guitar playing is a synthesis 
of many influences and styles. Some easily 
recognized such as the Peter Green of 
"Supernatural" and "Albatross' vintage, 
others such as John McLaughlin seem to 
appear on his shoulders from time to time.
Bob Fortescue's bass playing, although 
fairly subdued is interesting. One gets the 
feeling that he is still only finding his way 
on the instrument and will in time mature 
into a fully realised musician.
Alec Kasn's drumming, although unspectac­
ular also has its moments.
Indeed instrumentally the band is fine. It is 
only in the lyrics and vocals department 
that they break down. Like the bulk of Aust­
ralian songwriters John Robinson is hope­
lessly inadequate as a lyricist when compared 
to English writers such as Ian Anderson.
They convey no perception or depth of emotion 
and seem to be merely strung together as an 
afterthought. The matter is not helped by 
the appaling singing of Neal Johns. Flat, 
dull, and lifeless. At last Ian Gillam and 
Robert Plant convey some kind of charis­
matic presence. Still a band such as Black- 
feather are trying to put their thing together 
and deserve all the encouragement and help 
they can get. As it is their album is one of 
the most interesting and thoughtfully com­
posed of the current batch of local albums.
Spectrum are another band who are causing 
a great deal of discussion at the moment. 
Unfortunately however their assets are being 
blown up, out of all proportion, and their 
crippling faults ignored. Statements such 
as the one by the manager, Peter Andrew,
'that Spectrum would have to be one of 
the best groups in the world' ultimately do 
the group more harm than good.
Such a statement could only be made by a 
man who is completely out of touch with the 
current musical standards of England and 
America. Doesn't he listen to records? For a 
group like Spectrum who are still in the 
process of moulding their musical identity 
to be compared to such mature and articulate 
bands like Tony Williams Lifetime, Amerson. 
Lake & Palmer, King Crimson, Jethro Tull, 
the Band, is not only presumptious but 
extremely foolhardy. The band should be
encouraged to keep on honing and refining 
their music, so that th.ey have some chance 
of competing with the top bands. To keep 
telling them how great they are is only going 
to make the blow more crippling when it 
does finally dawn upon them that the gulf 
between their music and the best music from 
across the waters is wide and deep.
The main thing that struck me again was the 
paucity of the lyric writing and Mike Rudd's 
smug, holier than thou delivery. The instrum­
ental work, although heavily self indulgent, 
is often wuite engaging. It is clear that Rudd 
owes a lot to Frank Zappa. This again shows 
up the great insularity of Australian musicians. 
Zappa was getting into this stuff back in 1965 
with his double album Freak Out. Still it's a 
start.
Reflecting current English and American 
trends to be a softer, acoustic out of doors 
type of music are local albums by the Flying 
Circus, Greg Quill and Flans Poulsen.
The Flying Circus are easily the most success­
ful band playing in this genre. Unfortunately 
since the album Prepared In Peace the group 
has broken up and the members have all gone 
their separate ways. It's a pity because they 
were all really into what they were doing. 
Unlike most Australian groups all the members 
were writing material and the sound bene­
fited from this. The songs for the most part 
are pleasant with easily remembered melodies 
and painless lyrics. The main influence, of 
course, is the Byrds. Doug Rowe seeing him­
self as Roger McGuinn and Red McKenzie' 
as Clarence White. It is all a harmless little 
fantasy which can easily be excused. At 
least they have got the right heroes.
Instrumentally the album is fine. The band is 
tight and the arrangements, although modest 
are not lacking in charm. What really drags 
it down is the production. Compared to the 
sparkle and clarity of a Byrds .album this is 
terribly flat and muffled. It's a pity, because 
this was a good band. Red McKelvie's leads 
are a constant delight. He is one of the hand­
ful of musicians around who is really capable 
of doing fine things. It's damned ironical 
that Red's own band, Powderhorn, had to 
break up because of lack of work. Nobody 
wanted to know about them.
Greg Quill's album Fleetwood Plain is more 
of a personal statement. Where Doug Rowe 
has identified with Roger McGuinn, Greg 
Quill has obviously been influenced by the 
"road" school of country singer/songwriters, 
whose best known spokesman is Jerry Jeff 
Walker. Again, Quill's salvation lies in his 
sincerity. His music has many faults, not the 
least being its curious naivete. But this pat­
ently the work of a man who is honestly try ­
ing to communicate his hopes and dreams.
To be sure his progressions are pretty well 
hackneyed, his construction clumsy and clut­
tered and his lyrics sometimes embarrassing 
but taking all this into consideration, the 
album was well worth doing.
It represents true involvement and a man 
can only be admired for trying his hardest 
to create beautiful things. The backings don't 
bear comparison to American efforts in the 
same genre. Get a listen to Jerry Jeff Walker's 
classic album "Five Years Gone" on ATCO. 
The guitars and dobros weave and curl 
around the words, creating patterns and 
effects of surpassing beauty. It is obvious 
that these men have spent long hard years
paying their dues and living life to the hilt.
The backings on Quill's album are dominat­
ed by Pirana.
If their work on this record is any indication 
they are a very easily forgotten band. The 
playing is soggy and insipid, their solos dry 
and lifeless. The rest of the musicians are 
a pretty uninspired lot too. It is to be 
hoped that people like Greg Quill will con­
tinue to work in this idiom. He is the sort 
of guy who probably has got a really good 
album inside of him.
Hans Poulsen is another singer/songwriter 
who has achieved a certain amount of prom­
inence due to this songwriting for such 
local luminaries as Johnny Farnham. He has 
produced a string of inanities as "Jamie",
"Rose Colored Glasses" and of course his 
latest epic, "Boom Sha La La". Hans' 
long awaited solo album is in the main pretty 
poor stuff. It is hard to knock something 
that has obviously taken so much time and 
work to put together, but in all honesty it is 
a pretty arid performance.
Unfortunately Hans is another musician who 
has been inflated out of all proportion.
For years he has been regarded as our top 
songwriter and the inevitable comparisons 
with people like John Sebastian were made. 
However, on the strength of this album, Hans 
is a very slight talent. The album is just a 
collection of slick superficiality. The songs 
are all extremely lightweight with tendencies 
to bubblegum and Hans' vocal mannerisms 
become very annoying after a couple of 
songs.
The backings by musicians such as Mick Rodgers, 
Duncan McGuire and Graeme Morgan (not a 
bad little trio) seem strangely hollow and 
washed out. You can get an idea of Poulsen's 
dwarf-like stature when you compare "Natural 
High" with "Sweet Baby James" or John 
Sebastian. Could you ever see Poulsen writing 
"Boredom" or "Fire and Rain" These sort of 
myths do no good and only encourage com­
placency which is the last thing needed in 
Australia.
Khavas Jute,another Sydney heavy trio, 
make their album debut on Festival's Infinity 
label. When the album was recorded they 
were a quartet with two lead guitarists in Tim 
Gaze and Dennis Wilson. The sound is built 
around Wilson. Most of the songs are his and 
he sings lead vocals. Once again the songs are 
extremely undistinguished and sound like 
left overs from a Black Sabbath album.
Wilson's voice is wooden and dull and does 
nothing to enhance the songs. Dannie David­
son's drumming is busy and helps carry 
things along.
Bob Daisley's bass playing is pretty routine.
It is the kind of album you could get through 
once or twice but there is not enough in it 
to sustain repeated listening. Wilson is a 
pretty competent guitarist but he doesn't 
know when to stop. His solos lose their 
thread and become boring long before they 
finish. His wah wah work is first grade stuff 
after you have heard Jerry Hahn or Frank 
Zappa. Jute are a band with a good raw 
basis for improvement. If they can keep 
together for another year they might have 
something to offer.
The Cleves is the other new Festival Infinity 
album. They are a more conventional, straight
ahead pop group. The-'songs are all trifles and 
have some of the most banal lyrics yet. Taje 
"For a Time":
One day soon you and I will know
About the time we are coming to
One day soon you and I will know
About the time we are coming to.
speaks for itself. Instrumentally the album is 
a lot better. Most of the solos are well con­
structed and fairly brief. The organist in 
particular comes across well. The production 
is quite pleasing and the vocals have quite a 
bit of spirit. This is a lot less pretentious than 
most of the other albums and a lot more 
pleasing.
Masterpiece by the Masters Apprentices is 
probably the greatest waste of an album yet. 
There is no justification for drivel like this.
One wonders how they had the gall to release 
such rubbish. Not having heard Choice Cuts 
I can scarcely hold out any hope for it.
The only way things are going to improve is 
by everybody adopting a more realistic 
attitude. Hardly any of these groups are up 
to overseas standards and it is only harmful 
to suggest that they are. They have got a long 
hard struggle ahead of them and feeling com­
placent is not helpful. Now that the recording 
companies have taken the first big step, it is 
to be hoped that they will continue to search 
out and record local talent. It would be nice 
to hear albums from people like John Graham, 
Carl and Janie and the Oz Band.
There are a couple of really interesting bands 
coming up. Sundown are a good country band 
and Healing Force have it in them to become 
one of the best bands we have produced.
Their exciting jazz tinged sound would be 
ideal for recording. Ths success of the Mixtures 
in London has given a big impetus to the 
local industry. Producers are more willing to 
take chances.
It is going to be quite a while before the 
musical climate in Australia really improves. 
There are going to have to be some drastic 
changes. Overseas the music culture is 
regarded seriously, not as a passing fad which 
can be exploited. Over there it is big, serious 
business. The people who run the industry 
are themselves involved in the music, not 
like the pot-gutted, middle-aged cretins who 
run most of our record companies. It is a 
true reflection of a lifestyle. Most promoters 
and agencies have respect for their artists as 
musicians and men. They don't look down 
their noses at them and treat them as lepers.
Rock music has been successfully integrated 
into people's lives. In Australia the whole 
situation is different. The people who run the 
industry, with a few notable exceptions like 
Ron Tudor and the Let It Be people, are 
not at all interested in the music they exploit. 
The musicians are shamelessly exploited by 
promoters and agents. Is it any wonder’that 
they become fed up and take the easy com­
mercial way out?
The smarter bands are going to start mana­
ging themselves and hopefully some well 
intentioned ones will set up their own record­
ing companies. But the main thing needed is 
a complete cleanup of all the shady people 
making a living on the fringes of rock music. 
And in the immortal words of Ralph J.
Smyth "Don't forget to wash behind your 
ears".
Tony Convey
THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN FILMMAKERS' 
FESTIVAL
Sydney filmmakers are organising this festi­
val which is co-sponsored by The Sydney 
Filmmakers Coop Ltd. and the Film Society 
and Film Group at Sydney University. It is 
being financed by a grant from the Australian 
Council for the Arts.
“ We are holding the festival to bring filmers 
together to screen and discuss their works in 
open forum with audiences." And it will 
take place at the Union Theatre, Sydney 
University, from Monday 23rd August to the 
29th, from midday to midnight.
The festival will be FREE — no admission 
charges, no charge for the program, no fees 
for screening films, no payments to organ­
isers, etc. “ We would like all filmers to come 
to the festival and bring their latest or most 
representative work for screening, if they 
can't come, we would like them, to send their 
work screening and freight both ways will 
be paid by the festival, and their work will 
be covered by insurance whilst at the festival."
The festival will screen films in 8mm, super 
8, 16mm, 35mm, and will also include video, 
expanded cinema and multi-media. An exhib­
ition of filmers' documents, stills, etc. will 
be held in conjunction with the festival.
We would like to hear from anyone who 
wants to participate in any way at all in the 
festival — the festival office is at 135 Arthur 
St., Surry Hills, NSW 2020 (phone 31.5012). 
— Aggy Read for the festival.
ALSO:
The new supplement for the Sydney Film­
makers Coop catalogue is now available from 
the Coop office: 8£ Fox Valley Rd., Wah- 
roonga, NSW 2076.
Next time you get a parking ticket instead 
of paying up to $4 for your convenience get 
a statutory declaration for less than 10 cents. 
This is just a standard form that can be ob­
tained at most newsagents. Fill it in explain­
ing that when you left your car you had a fit  
of dizziness/diaorreah/labour pains and had 
to seek relief. Get it signed by a JP (there is 
always one in big shopping or busines 
areas) for no charge and send it instead of 
the money. Friend did it several times 
recently with success. Don't do it too often 
in the same council area!
AUSTRALIAN CINEMA
There has been so much noise about the 
emergent Australian film industry that people 
might get the impression that something is 
happening. Of course there are the govern­
ment grants that are helping to get a number 
of projects off the ground and some rumb­
lings about locally financed productions.
All this is meaningless however, in the present
structure of film production and distribution. 
The point is that no matter how many films 
are made here (and the number is small any­
way) for them to be a sane proposition for 
the producers they need distribution. And 
that is really tied up. The cinema circuits 
are a monopoly, most cinemas being owned 
by Greater Union and Hoyts and they don't 
really want to know. When they do show a 
local film it's a big deal for everyone except 
the producers who receive a fraction of 
their costs back for their trouble.
Films such as the Naked Bunyip have been 
taken on the road with, a fair amount of 
success to get past the circuit monopolies. 
However, this is not going to be satisfactory 
for a hopefully growing industry.
One way to overcome the problem of 
distribution and recovery of expenses would 
be to set up a small (initially) alternative 
circuit comprising a cinema in each of the 
capital cities to show both Australian and 
overseas films that don't get\a showing in 
the main circuits. There is a multitude of 
amazing films well known outside of Austr­
alia that have never had a showing here, and 
not all of these due to our censorship 
problems. It's amazing how limited our 
showings are and the yearly festivals don't 
go near making up for it.
Anyway, not to get too carried away with it 
all —  the alternative circuit as described 
could serve the dual function of showing 
films and putting money back into local 
producers funds. The biggest problem in 
getting a film off the ground in Australia is 
finance and this directly relates to distribut­
ion for as backers know that it is such an 
incredible hang-up they are not willing to 
put money into a project — regardless of 
quality -  with such remote possibilities of 
getting a showing.
Financing of the alternative circuit could be 
done in two ways. Firstly as a co-operative 
venture between the film producers and by 
way of a tax on all cinema tickets sold for 
non-Australian films. This is done both in 
England and in Israel to subsidize local film 
producers. A small percentage of each ticket 
sold is channeled into producers funds. So 
let's get it together; it all sounds so easy 
and yet and yet . . .
west;revolution bugs.... 1
Beware!
Those nice men from the Narcotics Bureau 
who raid your pad and go when they can't find 
anything might just bust in again five minutes 
later and take you and the gear.
Depending on what you say.
They now have a habit of leaving button; 
like devices which are microphone transmitt­
ers with a range of 300 yards.
They sat around the corner in their cars 
and listen to you tell them where it's at.
(AFP)
It is our duty to bring up our children to 
love, honor and obey us.
If they don't, they must be punished, other­
wise we would not be doing our duty.
If they grow up to love, honor and obey us 
we have been blessed for bringing them up 
properly.
If they grow up not to love, honor and obey 
us
either we have brought them up properly 
or we have not; 
if we have
there must be something tha matter with 
them;
If we have not
there is something the matter with us. 
Knots — R. D. Laing
It is behind you 
but don't bother looking back 
The distance between you 
is an illusion.
My life (such as it is) 
was being shown 
on an unwatched screen 
and everything around 
had no meaning to me 
I had no sensation 
other than fear
which was itself being watched 
from inside
or just over my shoulder.
I'm glad
I don't know
what they want from me
I can only see
myself
out there
bored with the same old replay 
(picking my nose)
I can only wait 
and see 
ultimately
my experience is irrelevant 
to you 
and (sigh) 
to me.
“ My view is that a child is innately wise and 
realistic. If left to himself without adult 
suggestions of any kind, he will develop as 
far as he is capable of developing. Logically, 
Summerhill is a place in which people who 
have the innate ability and wish to be scholars 
will be scholars; while those who are only fit  
to sweep the streets will sweep the streets.
But we have not produced a street cleaner 
so far. Nor do I write this snobbishly, for I 
would1 rather see a school produce a happy 
street cleaner than a neurotic scholar."
Summerhill - A.S.Neill
nockreview s
t  REVOLUTION STAR SYSTEM 
with guest critics
CODE:
Incredible t t t t  hot shit — buy 
Crazy t t t  — buy — beg 
Insane f t  — borrow 
Ridiculous t  — Rat shit —  steal
WRITER: CAROLE KING-CAROLE KING 
-  ODE 77006
Most people know of Carole King through 
her reputation as a songwriter, being half of 
the Goffin-King team, one of the more 
prolofic writing combinations of the sixties. 
If she can maintain the standard achieved on 
'Writer' her success in the future will centre 
around Carole King the performer. Many 
Goffin-King compositions have achieved con­
siderable commercial success, being custom- 
written for established vocalists but, fortun­
ately, few of these appear on this LP. She 
tends to use songs that are far more lyrically 
colourful, songs like 'Going Back' and 
'Wasn't Born To Follow' that appeared on 
the Byrd's 'Notorious Byrd Brothers', 'Goin' 
Back' is actually on,the LP. Her voice has a 
distinctive isound, being totally relaxed an 
ideal vehicle for the cool, sweet lyrics and a 
pleasant change from the majority of con­
ventional, overbearing female vocalists. Add 
to this her wonderful piano playing, large 
servings of accoustic guitar from James Tay­
lor and the spritely sound of Jo Mama with 
Danny Kortchmar's zany lead guitar and the 
result is an album that is musically outstand­
ing.
Carole King's association with James Taylor 
has obviously been fruitful, probably even 
influencing the selection of material and the 
arrangement of it, she could have easily sel­
ected more popular compositions and stand­
ard arrangements. Her new album 'Tapestry' 
could lose some of its edge through the 
inclusion of such songs as 'Natural Woman' 
and 'Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow' 
which could not possibly suit her style. Her 
songs, in the main, are concerned with the 
usual relationship hang-ups but two excellent
tracks deal with the isolation of the individual 
from degenerate society. Taylor's guitar 
creates beautiful melodies standing out in 
many places, complementing and being en­
hanced by Carole King's piano. Kortchmar's 
lead has a strange rock-jazz feel, his breaks 
are fast and clean and he constantly responds 
to Taylor's playing. This empathy is most 
noticeable throughout the track "Goin Back" 
and especially in the solos, first Taylor's 
accoustic leading into Kortchmar's electric 
lead which develops the melody further. 
This response is characteristic of Jo Mama, a 
very tgoether group, whose playing has rarely 
been as good as on this album. Their playing 
on Kate Taylor's recent album is quite un­
distinguished. Charles Larkey and Joel O'­
Brien combine to produce light and some­
what inconspicuous rhythms leaving the 
sound pretty thin but the pace and tone of 
the songs hide this to some extent. Moog 
synthesizer is used in lieu of an orchestra 
giving Carole King more control over her 
arrangements, it's used sparingly but to great 
effect.
The songs themselves are nearly all of excel­
lent quality, the exceptions being 'Spaceship 
Races', an up-tempo track that sounds very 
much like early Byrds' material, and 'To Love', 
a country style number with dull lyrics and a 
poor vocal. These tracks do not offend, how­
ever, and are barely noticed because of the 
brilliance of the others. The Toni Stern 
song 'Raspberry Jam' ranks with 'Eventually' 
as the best track on the album. Danny 
Kootch's jazzy guitar dominates here, assisted 
by Carole's piano, and the song is as lively 
and sweet as is Joel O'Brien's vibes solo. The 
double tracked vocal comes over quite well. 
'Eventually' is a beautiful song and here Tay­
lor's accoustic is conspicuous immediately 
coming on with a delicate melody. The 
strings are nice, and, once again, the double 
tracked vocal is effective. The lyrics are good;
I see the choking cities 
I see them tearing up the Earth 
I see people feelin' they have no 
true worth
I know that the future 
Depends on you and me 
I hope we can work it out 
Eventually.
'Goin' Back' is as good if not better than 
the Byrds' version, James Taylor is featured 
on guitar and backing vocal. A pleasant 
arrangement and sung well. 'Can't You Be 
Real' has excellent lyrics and is sung quite 
forcefully. Schickett's organ is the key instru­
ment and Kootch plays a fairly standard rock 
lead on this track and 'I Can't Hear You No 
More.' 'Up On The Roof' is superb, the pace 
is slow, the lyrics reflective and the piano and 
guitars set the appropriate mood: bliisful 
isolation. 'No Easy Way Down' has a power­
ful vocal with female chorus which is good, 
for a change, especially on the other track in
which they appear, 'Sweet Sweetheart', a real 
Sout shouting match.
It's unfortunate that this album has been 
overlooked and generally under-rated but 
with the emergence of her latest LP, 'Tap­
estry', and its favourable acceptance by 
American critics there may be a little more 
interest channelled towards 'Writer'. The 
album thoroughly deserves it.
Glenn Charles.
RY COODER -  REprise 6402, American 
Import.
This is a very offbeat album from one of 
America's leading session musicians. As a 
guitarist Cooder has played behind some of 
the biggest names in the music business — 
The Stones, Arlo Guthrie, Taj Mahal, Randy 
Newman, Judy Collins —  the list is endless. 
A lot of time and thought have gone into the 
making of this album. The arrangements, 
mostly by the ubiquitious Van Dyke Parks, 
are complex and take a lot of time to get 
into it. The quality of the sound recording is 
almost miraculous. The songs range over the 
entire spectrum of American traditional 
music. One of the finest tracks, "Available 
Space", is a brilliant bottle neck solo with 
an old timey feel. On "Police dog blues" he 
carefully recreates the virtuoso picking style 
of early blues man Blind Blake. "Going to 
Brownsville", another old blues song, this 
one by John Estes, is used as a vehicle to 
demonstrate his mastery of the mandolin. 
"Dark is the night", one of Blind Willie 
Johnson's spirituals, is played as a bottle 
neck solo. Perhaps the weirdest tracks are 
"Pig Meat" and "One Meat Ball". The 
arrangements are snatches of discordant 
modern music clash with 1920's Hollywood 
style adornments. The effect is original and 
quickly grows on you. The only real failure 
on the album is his version of Randy New­
man's "Old Kentucky Home". He would 
have been wiser to stay away from this one 
as it suffers by comparison with Newman's 
definitive version. Cooder slows it down until
Continued page 42 —
fragment from an intimate diary
(Attributed by Marco Denevfe'i 
ole di tutti i paesi.) Translated 1
Torrential rains, 2: Life is sad and monotonous: in the day-time
selling honey to the bears: at night, stealing hens. I'm fed up.
When will I escape from poverty?
Item 15: They have sent me an illustrated prospectus offering 
bronze bees for sale. According to the prospectus, they manufact­
ure the same honey as live bees, but with tremendous advantages: 
they don't die, never get tired or irritated, they don't sting, there 
are neither queens nor drones, they're all workers, they work twen­
ty-four hours a day, etc., et cetera. Reasonable prices. Instalment 
plans available^ll consider it.
Frequent rainbow
bronze bees.
Rene Vico in the book, Le piu belle fav-. 
j£>m the Spanish by George M c W h ig H ^ |
3: I've made up my mind. I will biiyithe
Item 8: They've arri^d. They are marvellous. They shine as if
I made of gold. They cd%e complete with electronic panel to oper- 
| ate them by remote control and a hive, also made of bronze. My 
joy at the purchase has made me forget the other business. (The 
prospectus satated it clearly: you ^an't keep live bees and bronze 
bees at the same time. The presence of the latter maddens the live 
ones, it drives them to crime, it makes them manufacture poison­
ous honey. I had to choose. In all events, it was hard. Bah, I'm a 
sentimentalist). I'll study the explanatory brochure.
Great wind from the west, the 1st: Unforgettable date. For the 
first time in history, bronze bees have crossed space. I was very 
excited but everything went perfectly. I moved a switch and a 
swarm set off flying towards a point on the horizon. I moved 
another switch and a second group shot towards the opposite 
side. And so, threq fou^ five, ten times. And how those damned 
things fly! They form a small cloud of golden speckles which the 
eye can barely trace even after considerable practice. Moreover 
the buzz which tye emit makes you shudder. Within a few min­
utes, one by one, they returned, they encrusted them$elves in the 
appropriate alveolus (the bees are numbered), made a strange, dry 
little noise something like crick, crack, crook, and immediately 
distilled the honey, a pure honey, clean, light-in-colour, fragrant. 
Immediately, they were prepared to start again. In one hour they 
manufactured as much honey as the others did in a day. The rest 
of the animals stand open-mouthed. A crowd gathered to watch j 
me operate the bronze bees. Some screeched in terror. The beat® 
congratulated me. I replied that, naturally, the price of honey |  
would be raised. ■
Item 2: A bird in mid-flight wanted to guzzle a bronze bee. The 
bee tore through its vocal chords and lodged in the gizzard where 
it formed a tumour, as a result of which the bird died shortly 
afterwards in terrible agony (and without even being able to com­
plain loudly because it had been struck dumb). The rest of the 
birds refuse to speak to me. And I, how am I guilty? In any case, 
that poor unfortunate paid the penalty for his sin.
Item 3: Business prospers. Everybody comes to buy honey, even 
those who never tasted it, even those who swore they detested it. 
It's because of the bronze bees. Nobody wants to be behind the 
times, an idea which I spread by means of very subtle advertising.
Item 4: The spiders are furious with me because the bronze bees 
rip their webs and leave them in shreds. They've threatened to file
suit for damage; 
threadbare rags 
w ppffte  ones 
wouldn't dare, 
speech last nigl 
actionary and ri 
and barbarism, 
darkness, about 
spiders represent! 
ovation. The bear;
me. Damages! Who would call those 
istries? Especially after the spiders 
my live bees. Hypocrites! But they 
istomers back me, especially after my 
I described the spiders as so many re- 
illiterates. I talked about civilization 
■s and stagnation, about light and 
il, leaving it crystal clear that the 
that was deplorable. I received an 
me that if the spiders attempt anything,
/e expanded the installations (..._.,
I hives) and taken on an assistant. It is the crow, an
bronze bees,Item 14: I hav
more artificial
individual who, let's say, I don't like very much,|but who declares 
that honey makes him sick.
Splendour in the sky, 3: The entire famil 
my orders, in.four shifts, day and night. I su;
doesn't rob me of honey, but of money, instead. The rest of the
s works under 
that this rabble
pwerful person 
ntier.
bee passed like a 
ing nectar. It 
^creature's blood 
g attention to any- 
d and nectar together.
they wilt go straight to thelrnests and k ill their children.
animals call me Sir. Economically, I am tl 
in the country. The spiders have shifted to th
Item 9: My profits grow unbeliev
Item 11:1 saw with my own eyes how a br( 
streak into a lily where a humming-bit 
literally decapitated the bird. The 
dyed the lily red. My little bee, without 
thing but its electrical impulses, sipf
A while later the honey from hive No. 5 had a beautiful pink] 
colour. I w ill sell it as special honey for children
Item 12: Great success of the special pink honey for children^] 
Everybody buys now
Item 13: My customers complain that a craze for writingversesH  
has suddenly entered their children. Happily, no one relates this 
epidemic to tne pink honey.
Little spontaneous combustions, 4: Everybody comments on 
what is happening to the plants: they don't produce flowers. They 
say it is because of my bees. They ^ay the flowers don't resist the 
metal nozzle, they parch, double over and die. And the worst 
thing is that the plants after this sorry experience, refuse to bear 
new flowers. All of this, couldn't it be that the birds and spiders| 
propogate rumours?
Item 6: It's not a rumour. The bees delay in earning back. Obvious] 
ly they move to more and more remote zones. The consumption of 
electricity goes up, production decreases, my profits dwindle.
Item 8: Each day they delay more and more and more. This w on» 
ries me a lot. There's not a flower for twenty leaguestaround^^l 
Item 12: The honey I collect has a flavour, hoi |  
exotic . . . The customers complain. I've made them believe that | 
it's imported honey, but my explar 
Item 15: I am desparate 
they return to distill a fe 
of — I don't know what, 
the crow. The bears thn 
with the good honey as
money. The consumption of electricity takeaway all mjp a v m g ^  
Light raiil s, #P^Tffeeda y s with m Pfev^^f the bronzeH
Item 3|Strange events occured today. The birds suddenly la$t 
theirjfolours, all at once the buttelflies fell dead, the creek |  
stopped. The people are terrified.lfhey look at me as if I were] 
to blame. These glowering brow&xjenched jaws, these m u fflB  
conversations, the silence with w l lih  they greet me when J  
see meyrrive, it bodes no good. ^ m 
Item 3flburiqg the night. The bees IfcttfPh'ed neaHtlldnightB  
they buripd themselves in the alveolMhummed crick, crack, 
crook, but I haven't collected a drop%  honey. What does thie 
mean? That they haven't found flowei4? That there are no more 
flowers anywhere?
Item 6: I disconnected the cables, I destlliyed the electronic 
panel and artificial hives, I buried the bronze bees in a pit, I 
gathered together what little money I had left and before dawn 
I escaped. On crossing the frontier, I heard behind me a few 
murmurs from of old which drew my attention. "Fox! Fox!" It 
was the spiders who, by the light of the moon, were spinning 
their prehistoric webs. I dedicated an obscene gesture to them 
and continued on my journey.
ccm’dcnft 
know the rules
Richard Neville, the not quite self-appointed 
spokesman for the London underground, has 
changed after nine years in the mother count­
ry (freaks and all still subconsciously seem to 
see London as their true spiritual womb),
Neville saw his acid-inspired pornopolitical 
magazine become England's top underground 
paper. BUT, the playpower politics of dropp­
ing out and turning on were, it seemed, more 
reflected in the pages of OZ than on the 
streets of London. After a world-trip-to 
promote his book Playpower Richard wrote 
a long article in OZ last February complain­
ing of piggishness and aggression by long- 
hairs around the world. He explains the 
deflowering of the hippies The f lower- 
-child that OZ urged readers to 
plant back in '67 has grown up into Bern- 
adine Dohrn; for Tim othy Leary, happiness 
has become a warm gun. Charles Manson 
soars to the top of the pops and everyone 
hip is making war and loving it. Movement 
sophists can easily reel o ff the oppressive 
chain of event which has propoelled us 
from dropped-out euphoric gregariousness 
to the contemporary gunslinging gang bang.
It's a logical hop from Kent State to the trendy 
genocide of 'to k ill a policeman is a sacred act'. 
(Leary)
Then he adds, '..but I cannot pull the trigger.'
His argument is that 'it was in the formative 
stages of the counter culture tempting, if 
naive, to hope the w ith the intake of id lib­
erating rock, lateralising dope, the emerging 
group tenderness, communal living style and 
an intuitive political radicalism . . . that from 
all this qualitative change in the conduct of 
human relationships might develop. 'This 
is very briefly, the argument threading its way 
through his book Playpower the heads guide 
to the international underground.
By this February article Neville had smelt and 
tasted a bitter bee active among the flower 
people... 'now, as the movements utterings reach 
fever pitch, as the rhetoric becomes more 
frenziedly fascist, affectation suffocates rea­
son and arguments lose conviction.' In Aus­
tralia's case, there has been not too much 
reason and even less conviction, Neville was
in fact lamenting the decline of his own 
Australians-in-London peer-group into trendy 
jet-setting old-fashioned Bohemianism; and 
the tendency for the up-coming freak-masses 
to be brutal in their antiestablishmentism, both 
in words and actions. It was as though they 
were standing arms outstretching straining to 
hold the mind-revolution together while the 
political and the angry disillusioned pulled 
one arm o ff as the burned-out drop-outs 
tugged at the other. To share Neville's distress 
you have to be in his position, that is, to be­
lieve that by dropping acid, fucking in the 
streets, rejecting as many of the judeo-christ- 
ian mores as you can, by overcoming ego, 
transcending superego, and liberating it, the 
new generation w ill infect the belly of the 
beast and drive the pigs to distraction and an 
early political burial.
Detective Fred Luff of London's vice squad 
finally got Neville and he hopes OZ too. The 
tireless Luff has harrassed OZ for years, for 
its obscenity (which Neville explains - 'May­
be it seems from its Australian origins, but 
whenever Oz does flash its sexuality, 
it does so with a vulgarity, ostentation and 
relish that happens to be the undistorted 
style of those involved w ith the production 
of the magazine.')
Lu ff is not amused by this colonial quirk, so 
he raided Neville's flat with hash puppies and 
drug-squad men who 'just happened to be 
passing by'. . . . the warrant was under the 
obscene publications act, but the charges 
were possession of a 'dangerous drug' (cann­
abis). The nightmare climaxed in Brixton 
jail when Luff made sure Neville got no bail.
Says Neville, 'I t  was the first time for many 
years that I fe lt frightened.'
Having been busted, Neville looked back on 
his own euphoric past, 'Up until the pre-Christmas 
raid, Felix, Jim and myself had greeted the 
harassement of OZ with only sporadic bursts of 
seriousness, as had many of our friends. It was 
instinctively assumed that we could ultimately 
establish in court that OZ could not deprave and 
corrupt - even if it meant re-defining the whole 
concept of obscenity.
Now 'it has finally dawned upon us that the 
authorities in this country take our publishing 
venture more seriously than we do . . . the 
police had been watching all our houses for 
some time. . . they virtually admitted to tapping 
all our phones and they have even dossiered 
trivial, little known facts of our personal lives.'
And, to the applause of the marxists of all 
stripes, the punchline of any good conversion 
'The pick axing of this magazine is nothing
less than political censorship.... we see fun,
flippancy, guiltless sex and the permanent 
strike of dropping out as part of an emerging 
new community, but painfully acknowledge 
the limitations of leeching on the present 
society and becoming stooges of consumer
junkyism. We appreciate that OZ antics are 
often aventuristic, escapist, dilettantish, 
narcisstic and juvenile; but we are congen­
itally incapable of facing a solemn fun free 
future, cutting cane beneath some spartan 
banner of liberation:
community committed to total and funda­
mental change need to realise the huge power 
of the alternate culture to erode the power 
establishment giving them a vision of heaven 
instead of a cold bribe of better pay 
backed by the threat of hell.
Neville's objection to the militant left is their 
refulsal to see fun, enjoyment, personal lib e r­
ation and emotional honesty as both the means 
and the end of the revolution. He is afraid that 
socialism means solemnity, hard physical work, 
and organisation. While some amongst the m il­
itant left would refute this image with tales of 
sexual liberation, mind liberation (thru rock 
music, drugs, mysticism or whatever), the mere 
fact of belonging to the 'm ilitant left' implies 
a style that owes most of its origins to the 
very society it aims to destroy. Changing the 
ownership of the means of production by the 
same means as the current ruling elite employs 
(violence and conventional mass propaganda), 
is destined at least to be a slow process of radical- 
isation through defeat. When you use bricks against 
bombs, clearly you can only win by cpnverting 
everyone up to the bomb-sighters that your cause 
is in their interests too. But what distinguishes- 
the revolutionaries of bourgeoise nations in the 
1970's, is the tota lity  of their rejection of the 
society in which they are brought up. Every . 
thing from the prevailing morality through the 
macro-economics of the world system, to the 
absurdity of everyday conventions, is fucked.
The first step in achieving a widespread revolu­
tionary consciousness is thus to spread the aware­
ness of the ubiquity of false standards. . . to 
show that it's not only the Vietnam war that's 
immoral, but that the very thought-patterns and 
style of human relationships of the U.S.A.
(and thus Australia), are grossly warped. It's 
not enough to know that money rules Amer­
ican foreign policy - you must be aware that 
money rules 'civilised' Man.
Neville clings to his conviction that rock, pop- 
culture, dada-yippie tactics, dope and free sex­
uality represent this awareness in practice, and 
that to propagandise it wins over onlookers. Oz 
is corrupting. One area of liberation OZ 
and Neville have only gradually come to admit 
is women's liberation, and elsewhere in this 
issue we have an article on Australia's leading 
liberationist, Germaine Greer. (It seems to me 
that, w ith exactly half the world in this army 
here lies the biggest sleeping giant of all).
The lesson Neville seems to have learnt is 
that one must take THEM seriously, even though 
to ridiculing them and refulsing to play their 
game, are central to the mind-revolution. But 
while it is certainly true that 'the authorities' 
are deadly serioqs in their absurd posturings 
about the depravity that w ill ensue from 
free sexuality and the poisonous evils of 
marijuana, they are not the all-knowing, 
all-seeing computer-enemies many among the 
left-freak community believe them to be.
While secrecy and caution desperately 
need to penetrate the cloudy euphoria of 
the stoned revolutionaries, so does the whole
The international conspiracy of the power­
ful and their obedient armies of technocrats, 
is more likely to be overthrown by eroding 
the web of social mores and behaviour patt­
erns from under their rocket-launchers — than 
by trying to take over their machinery (by 
any means available) and hope we regain 
our humanity once we run General Motors.. .
As the feeling grows that its the machine that 
threatens us more than the driver, the vision­
ary promises of technology as our servant 
broadcast by Buckminster Fuller and others 
stand as the most desirable solution, just 
ahead of a 'regression' to uncivilised soc­
iety where man can comprehend and con­
trol his tools and live in harmony with his 
environment, (what's left of it).
Does Richard Neville or Albert Langer give 
us better advice on capturing our self-de­
termination and happiness. Neville now real­
ises that the cops although 'a bunch of aging 
ignorant, naive, guilt-ridden religious bigots,' 
are also part of 'an enormous complex mech­
anism' of repressive power. But the world 
w ill remain hungry if on the other hand I 
doubt very much that Albert would discover 
a sense of humanity (or humor) when surr­
ounded by liberated children in a refrig­
erator factory. It  is hard to understand 
the mentality that fights for the harmonious 
happy, equal society (if Mao's is genuinely 
like that), and yet denies the indulgence of 
that freedom, during the struggle. To act 
free, to play, is an essential, potent weapon 
in the battle.
-P H ILL IP  FRAZER
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it sounds like a dirge. Cooder's voice, although 
not spectacular, is quite pleasant, especially 
on the blues numbers. A very pleasing album 
by a man who, although not a writer in the 
strict sense of the word takes old forgotten 
songs and arranges them in such a way as to 
make them accessible to today's listeners 
without losing any of their charm and old 
timey feeling.
(UNTITLED) -  The Byrds -  Columbia
(Untitled) is not the album it should have 
been: it seemed that The Ballad Of Easy 
Rider would be a new point of departure 
for the Byrds, but their music has atrophied. 
This is probably one of the thinnest double­
albums I've heard, in the sense that it contains 
no more than three or four really worthwhile 
tracks, and only one outstanding cut.
That cut is Gene Parson's 'Yesterday's Train" 
an autumn-brown, beautifully paced ballad 
that shows just how good a writer he is. His 
"Gunga Din" was one of the better things on 
the last album, but this song surpasses it for 
sheer grace and beauty. Parsons has a warm, 
insinuating voice, and it doesn't matter much 
that his words are a little confused; he sounds 
as though he's lived this song, which is more 
than can be said for McGuinn, whose vocals 
range from insipid to repellent. "Yesterday's 
Train" uses both channels to balance a 
drifting mouth-harp break against a simi­
larly mellow guitar line: the whole thing is 
quietly euphoric.
The rest of the double-album, however, is all 
too bare. The first track, "Chestnut Mare", is 
a good song with a breathtaking break to 
coincide with the chestnut mare's plunge. 
McGuinn collabarated on this track with 
Jacques Levy, of 'Oh. Calcutta!' notoriety. 
There are some gently moments on songs 
like "A ll Things" and "Just A Season", but 
all too often McGuinn appears to be parody­
ing the work of the original Byrds. He's main­
tained the style, but in doing so he's strained 
it too hard, and the Byrds' traditional pallor 
has lost its soft charm. As though to balance 
these yearning, reflective pieces, the group 
also embarks upon a few disastrous rockers. 
The intent is obviously to sound pretty 
rough and raunchy, but the effect is deaden­
ing. Kim Fowley, one of the Sunset Strip 
mayors, has turned his hand to writing again 
on this album (his last efforts were under the 
guise of Napoleon the Fourteenth —  you may 
recall him, but if you don't you're pretty 
fortunate), and has come up with some 
atrocotiesthat match his past horrors. Things 
like "You All Look Alike", "Hungry Planet" 
and the appalling "Well Come Back Home" 
don't belong on a Black Sabbath album, let 
alone a record by the Byrds.
But if the studio-recorded album is poor, 
the 'live' album is almost unbeliebavly bad, 
One side is taken up entirely by the classic 
"Eight Miles High", and the other con­
tains a selection of songs which, whatever 
their inherent merits, are all played with the 
same deadly indifference. "Lover Of The 
Bayou" is probably the best, as McGuinn's 
murky delivery is suited to its theme. Beyond 
that, though, there isn't much: the original 
idea of reworking "Mr. Tambourine Man", 
"Mr. Spacemen", "Nashville West" and so 
on was doubtful enough, but the Byrds 
play as though these songs long since lost all 
interest for them. Even Dylan's "Positively 
Fourth Street", which they haven't recorded 
before, suffers like the rest.
"Eight Miles High" is the lowest point in the 
history of the group; I should imagine that 
they can do no worse than this, so perhaps 
their next album will regain some ground. 
The whole mood of "Eight Miles High" 
depended upon its contained tension, sus­
tained through each instrument build-up so 
that the voices could let it flood like a lanced 
wound each time they swept in. In concert, 
however, it has become nothing more than a 
chance for the group to jam away thought­
lessly, without regard to form or progression, 
let alone to the nuances that made this such 
a great song. To be sure, there are moments 
when the playing is impressive, but you tend 
to expect a lot more from musicians as highly 
regarded as these. "Eight Miles High" just 
never gets off the ground.
Roger McGuinn has reformed the Byrds con­
stantly for five years. The group recovered 
from its poor Dr. Byrds and Mr. Hyde album 
to release Easy Rider, but this w ill take a lot 
more recovering from. It does appear that 
McGuinn just doesn't know what kind of a 
band he wants the Byrds to be, and while he 
chops and changes its line-up every few 
months, he's never likely to find out. It's 
apparent that McGuinn's own writing talents 
are very meagre indeed, but it's possible that 
Gene Parsons will be the fourth member of 
the Byrds to emerge as a fairly major song­
writer, after Gene Clark, Chris Hillman and 
David Crosby (all of whom, significantly, did 
their best writing when they were with the 
group). Time has shown that you can never 
write McGuinn off, though how many more 
times he can revive the Byrds remains to be 
seen.
Rob Smyth
IF I COULD ONLY REMEMBER MY NAME 
-  DAVID CROSBY -  Atlantic SD 7203.
It's hard to believe after David Crosby's 
excesses as part of C,S,N, & Y, that he's put 
out such a good record. It's only occasionally 
pretentious where it might have been contin­
ually overbearing because of the presence of 
most of the Grateful Dead, Jefferson A ir­
plane, Joni Mitchell, David Frieberg, Nash 
and Young, and a few others. Stephen Stills' 
disastrous 'solo' album showed that it doesn't 
matter who you've got playing with you if 
the music you're playing is mediocre.
On the other hand, David Crosby has used 
the musicians on his album more successfully. 
I'm inclined to think that the musicianship 
of Garcia, Lesh, Casady, Kaukonen and 
Kreutzmann must have subdued Crosby to a 
large extent. Jerry Garcia is unmistakeable 
on the tracks on which he appears, shaping 
and restraining with his superb, fluid lines; 
the same can be said of Lesh and Casady. In 
the end, though, it gets down to the songs, 
which are mellow and easy, with two glaring 
exceptions. When I first put the record on, I 
shuddered upon hearing the familiar voices 
of Graham Nash and Neil Young on "Music 
Is Love": you might expect this to be a joy­
ous song, but not so. Neil Young sings 
'Music's For Fun' in a voice that suggests that 
the end of the world is nigh, and Nash 
warbles as though there's a high wind blow­
ing through his jeans. The song which really 
is slight, is overpowered by the singers' over- 
emotional, quavering voices: I think Crosby 
is in there somewhere too. The next track is 
the other bad one: "Cowboy Movie", which 
rolls out to eight minutes and two seconds, is 
too desolate to sustain anything like even half 
its length. It bears an obvious resemblance to 
Neil Young's longer songs. Young's guitar is 
allowed to work over the same cliches yet 
again, and the result doesn't bear thinking 
about. Crosby shouts out the words in a 
hoarse, despairing voice, as though he knows 
the whole thing needs some lifting.
From then on, though, the album doesn't 
have a single bad moment. The third track on 
the first side is "Tamalpais High (At About
3)", rolls like a calm sea, and sets the tone for 
the remaining six songs. "Laughing" is next, 
the kind of song that Crosby was moving to ­
wards when he was with the Byrds. The 
echoes of his early "A irport Song" can be 
heard through the echoes of other songs
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time on this double album would go away
that this suggests. The reluctant voicing, the 
chiming accoustic guitars, and most of all 
Jerry Garcia's utterly beautiful steel-guitar 
playing, lift the whole thing into a dimension, 
just beyond the physical surface. "Laughing" 
runs to five minutes; it might have gone for 
the entire length of the side without losing its 
hold.
"What Are Their Names", which opens the 
second side, is a little slow to begin, .but 
succeeds because the vocal is held back until 
the song is working towards its conclusion: 
the voices become instruments in'this way, 
carrying the guitar passages on. The words, 
finally, don't matter. The truly remarkable 
thing about this album is the way it has done 
away with lyrics: where voices are used, 
they're used as patterns of sound, to great 
effect. "Traction In The Rain" is light and 
still, wet streets and thinkin' about gettin' 
out. "Song With No Words" is a nice extend­
ed passage of drifting piano, guitar and 
voice tracks, which leads to the two finest 
things on the album, "Orleans" and "I'd  
Swear There Was Somebody There". "O r­
leans" is ancient and almost arcane: the pause 
between each phrase in the acapella verse is 
timeless. Finally, the guitars take the song 
into silence. "I'd  Swear There Was Somebody 
There" casts shadows in the long afternoon:
I can hear back doors opening, see faces that 
I can almost recognize. There is an absolute 
stillness over.this song which swells springs 
of memory. You'll know it when you hear it, 
because you've heard it before, in a dream.
There isn't much else to say about this album 
except that I hope David Crosby takes its 
conceptual vision to its conclusion with his 
next record. If I Could Only Remember My 
Name, could have been a great record, not 
just a good one. Still, it sounds as though 
David Crosby has been listening to the wind, 
and he's interpreted its voice better than 
anyone before him. He just doesn't need 
other songs.
Rob Smyth
DEREK AND THE DOMINOES, "LAY LA " 
AND OTHER ASSORTED LOVE SONGS ~  
ATCO American Import.
Unfortunately Eric's music has suffered with 
his increased confidence. He has taken a step 
back. Anyone hearing Clapton for the first
with the impression that Clapton was just 
another competent blues guitarist. There is 
very little of the fire and brilliance which he 
displayed in his years with Cream. Indeed 
the most outstanding solos on the album 
are taken by American slide guitarist Duane 
Allman. His solos, always economical yet 
melodic are breathtakingly beautiful, parti­
cularly on "Bell Bottom Blues", he sounds 
especially moving but on the majority of 
tracks he sounds dull and flat. His singing 
on "Key to the Highway" is downright 
embarrassing. The main trouble with the 
album however is its length. Two albums of 
12 bar blues bashing is just a little hard to 
take. With judicious editing they could have 
had a good strong single album. Most of the 
tracks are too samey to warrant individual 
mention but a 1956 treatment of "It's  Too 
Late" is worth a listen. As a tribute to 
Hendrix they do "L ittle  Wing". Their version 
adds nothing new to the original which was 
best left alone. The Dominoes are a good, 
tight competent outfit but they don't gener­
ate the fire and excitement that Messrs. 
Bruce and Baker used to produce. It seems 
that Eric needs men like Bruce playing be­
hind him to inspire his playing. It's a bit sad 
to see him settle for music which is obviously 
not extending his abilities.
"AMERICAN BEAUTY" -  THE GRATE­
FUL DEAD-Wamer Bros.
The Grateful Dead have really consolidated 
their position as one of the world's great 
groups with this beautiful album. It is a sequel 
to and extension of "Workingmans Dead". 
All the rough edges have been smoothed, the 
harmonies are faultless and the guitars slide 
along smoothly like velvet ripples. The songs, 
all originals by the group, have pretty, easily 
remembered melodies and clever yet simple 
lyrics.They invest on old themes like "Candy- 
man" with a new slant which completely 
changes the concept. This is all a far cry 
from their freaked out acid albums of a 
couple of years ago. The songs show a dis­
enchantment with society, big cities and the 
hassles of tours across the country. Most of 
them are concerned with the simpler values 
associated with rural living. Perhaps the most 
immediately striking song on the album is 
"Trucking" which is a potted history of the
group, their friends, busts and one ni^ht 
stands. My personal favourite is the beauti­
fully titled "Ripple" with its lilting chorus 
"Ripple in still waters where no pebble was 
thrown." This album stands up very well to 
comparison with The Band's last album 
"Stagefright". Both groups have been through 
years of similar heavy scenes and now they 
have sorted themselves out, settled back and 
just let the music roll out. The Deads sound 
is a lot softer than The Band. They rely more 
on accoustic guitars and soft harmonies but 
for all the lightness of texture the.sound has a 
hard core of strength and integrity. Robert 
Hunter's lyrics are more incisive than the ones 
on "Workingmans Dead". His writing seems 
to have deepened and gained in maturity. It 
is hard to envisage a better album than this 
but I've no doubt the Dead will be even 
better on their own.
SHRINK
Going down 
he dropped a cylinder 
he reached the floor 
just in time to see it 
explode like a skyscraper 
artic
his face frostbite with glass daddy
her face -  covered in toffee leucorrhea
injections up the elbow
quartermastred white and blue
daddy i’m so very coldsummer
you’ve been crying
red streaks like careless tradesmenfrigid
her first haemorrhage 
molasses little girl 
insemination
the man who rustproofed the 
neighbours guttering blood pressure
the car windscreen he ground 
her face in 
hydrolic pump 
we can save her life 
plastic surgery 
no more facial jelly 
the pain’s stopped
- L U K E B U R Z A
While 1971 can be regarded as the year of 
international awareness of Australian rock, 
it might-just as well be the year that German 
rock makes its international reputation.
Until 1968 rock was lowly regarded, even in 
its own country. Then Rolf Ulrich-Kaiser 
organised the first major festival in Germany, 
in Essen, and called it the Essen International 
Song Festival. The Fugs and Frank Zappa's 
Mothers of Invention were invited along 
with all the German groups that were not 
just covering the top forty. More than 
anything else this festival set Germany on its 
heavy path, for the influence of the Mothers 
and the Fugs is still dominant in German 
music; one is aware of strong blues free; 
jazz influences, which accounts for the fact 
that the Soft Machine is one of the most 
popular foreign groups in Germany.
Unlike Australia, German musicians face 
difficult competition at home, for most 
name American and British bands tour in 
Europe regularly, and just as here, local 
bands are lucky to get exposure in the big 
concerts as the warm-up group. However, 
most German groups are relating to the 
local scene in a way that was only equalled 
by the acid-rock involvement of San Fran - 
cisco groups in 1967-68, and as a result
German groups are community bands, assoc­
iated with the cities from which they come, 
relating closely to the strivings of their 
young audiences, and participating in "the 
revolution" in a far more positive way than 
any other bands with the possible exception 
of MC5 or Edgar Broughton, who is extrem­
ely popular in Germany, and emulated by 
many local groups.
The featured German group in the Essen 
Festival was Amon Duul, but this big band 
no longer exists. Right after the festival it 
split into four separate bands, each retaining 
the name. Two of the Amon Duul bands have 
put out successful recordings, with Amon 
Duul M's records Phallus Dei and Yeti released 
abroad on Liberty. Amon Duul II are the 
paridigm German band — heavy, gutsy, 
electronic, jazz-influenced, and psychedelic 
inspired.
The role of jazz in German rock can be 
partly attributed to the American occupation 
in Germany after the war -  which still per­
sists.
In itswisdom the American Command organ­
ised jazz bands to entertain the troops, and 
the free electronic New York jazz typified by 
the Aylers, Coltrane, Shepp and co. can now 
be heard echoed within the rock blues 
structures of German bands.
Germans take life seriously, and it is not 
unsurprising that their preferences in foreign 
music should be less for bubble-gum music 
and more for heavy sounds. For one thing, 
the serious approach to life has led to arti­
culate music criticism, not the usual jo ­
urnalistic raves or putdowns common in
Australia, but intelligent socially-conscious 
criticism by musically-trained young writers 
who are published at length in the dkily 
press, as well as in German rock magazines 
like Sounds.
Among the heavy bands are the Flea of 
Cologne, a five-piece band that, in the manner 
of the Fugs, presents its work as cabaret. 
They have been playing since 1966, but 
these days are working directly in relation to 
youth activities, currently presenting a rock 
opera directed against Tommy, called Profit 
Vultures, which is staged with the support of 
apprentice workers. Marxism taught at prim­
ary level in Germany, so that German youths 
is politically articulate in a way not observ­
able in any other country. The Flea of Col­
ogne conceive the driving force of advanced 
capitalism as "economic and sexual con­
sumption", and reflect this in the attitudes 
of their music, which on occasions has been 
performed with the groups completely naked. 
In their record Fliessbandbabys Beatshow the 
Fleas sing about 'Conveyor-belt-baby' -  the 
child of the laborer who could only go to 
elementary school, who cultivates his week­
end frustrations in recreation period conver­
sations with his fellow workers. Conveyor- 
belt-baby must get married, must have child­
ren, must do housekeeping, because working 
is fun
This seriousness is expressed in different 
ways by other bands, like Limbus IV and 
Missus Beasty who are real people's bands, 
living in communes and producing their 
own records. The Tangerine Dream (record­
ed on Rolf-Ulrich Kaiser's Ohr Label and 
distributed by the Big Berlin record com-
pany Metronome) display an intellectual 
awareness that is more in line with European 
art traditions than the blind following of 
British and American pop ideology that is 
found in Australia. The Tengerine Dream on 
their record Electronic Meditations pose the 
questions: 'Does a brain burn? Can one 
travel in it?' and answer them musically in a 
suite then moves thru Genesis, thru the 
burning brain, thru cold smoke, to resurrect­
ion in a cold open moonscape. You are 
warned, "When you hear this record a dis­
sected human life will pass in front of you."
Most of the heavy underground German 
groups are recorded on Kaiser's Ohr (Ear) 
label which gives them total freedom in 
production, allowing them to produce their 
own recordings. This has resulted in strong 
music and lyrics (or, as the Germans more 
strongly put it, 'text') free from the moral 
and political censorship that inhibits the 
development of Australian rock. Rolf-Ulrich 
Kaiser is the Richard Neville of the German 
underground, having published three books 
in recent years about counter-culture. The 
first was a guide book to the international 
underground, the second a book on the new 
pop music, (including precise analysis of the 
role of pop musicians as mini capitalists, and 
the role of the alternative media) and a third 
on the communes of Germany, which are 
developing as a positive demonstration of an 
alternative lifestyle. Kaiser described Ohr 
music:
"Our new music has several forms, song-like, 
hindu-like, agitatory, lyrical, hymn-like. This 
music is played by singers and groups,
articulating musically a new level of conscious­
ness about the change of our society. With 
OHR I want to help broaden their field of 
communication."
Other, Ohr groups include Embryo, which 
includes ex-Ten Years' After guitarist John 
Kelly, and two former members of Amon 
Duul. The Group was founded in co-operation 
with the "collective for communicative adv­
ertising and overaffirmative esthetics." They 
advertise their music as follows: "An Embryo 
is born — a very special EMBRYO, one which 
is fed up with the foolishness of pop, who 
makes an end to all cozyness, for EMBRYO 
makes music." Also on Ohr are Bernd Wit- 
thuser and Walter Westrupp, "W & W's Pop 
Cabaret", a multi-instrument duo whose 
first record is called Songs for Vampires, 
Nuns, and corpses.
The Can is a more predictably safe group, 
and as a result is the first German group to 
be released by an American company. United 
Artists are pushing their record Monster 
Movie. This displays the craftsmanship of 
German rock without indicating the gutsy 
social consciousness that is the core of the 
new German music. But the Can, like many 
of the more conventional German rock groups, 
write and sing their songs in English, which 
ensure them with international markets.
Other groups currently extending their aud­
iences are Xhol Caravan, Jeronimo, Guru 
Guru Groove, Missus Beastley, and Kroko- 
dile. All play fierce driving inprovisational 
music that has become the style of German 
rock. Some of them are seen on the German 
rock tv programs Beat Club and P. Beat
Club is a fast experimental tv show from 
Cologne that includes many English groups, 
displayed in fast cutting, optically stimu­
lating video explosions. Why it is not shown 
in Australia mystifies me, tho I guess the 
political commitment is offensive to tv com­
panies here. It is not unusual for Beat Club to 
cut into its programs discussions with 
highschool students expressing their dissatis­
faction with their education system .. and 
their economic slavery. Radical, even for 
Germany, is P. emenating from Stuttgart as a 
special, appearing about four times a year. 
Shot on beautiful color film by Werner 
Schretzmeier,a sort of South German Martin 
Sharp, P. stands for anything you want — 
pop, pot, pope, pill, penis, provocation, 
polarisation, protest. All of these elements 
intrude into the show which features top 
English bands, interupting their perform­
ances with images of "the revolution", social 
criticism, and assaults on social sacred cows. 
P3 created a scandal when it showed a nun 
and a priest smoking a joint. It also showed 
the bourgeoisie gunning down freaks to the 
music of Free.
German rock is experimental, socially con­
scious, politically aware, gutsy. It is German 
music, not imitation British or American 
rock, tho these musical traditions are its 
inspiration and its source. German rock 
suggests a way for Australians to build their 
own music without sacrificing the craftsman­
ship and music knowledge acquired from 
studying American and British records. Fusion 
of these traditions with an outlook on one's 
own environment produces strong incisive 
results.
phillip adams
A LULL in the Middle East. The 
same old stuff from Vietnam. No hijacks. No hippie murders. No demonstrations No disasters. Nothing.
“The world just isn’t trying, vaw..*‘d 
Cradieigh as he waited for tin phone 
to rmg <>r the teleprinter to 'latte:. 
I».*\ didn't
■ No news is bad nnews," sighed 
Rogers as he idly interwove obscenities 
'• t»>c woof and w . o f  'he papers 
• ! puzzle IV  always ignored
' • it- * . i» s.
‘Hardly seems worth the trouble 
printing the damn thing today.’
“ Is it ever?" mumbled Rogers 
“ I wish we could crack it :or a 
really good disaster. Is that tew. much 
to ask’ " said Cradieigh as he looked 
through his dirty office window at a 
Boeing descending over the 
Whereupon the plane exploded mid­
air And the teleprinter clattered cut 
Just two words: WISH GRANTED.” 
"Well, circulation was up to blazes. 
We got a good head start on tin Daily 
Planet Even beat the TV boys."
CradJeigh and Rogers sat uneasily bv 
the teleprinter as the char swept 
around their feet.
“Yeah But it ’s a strange business.” 
“GOOD EVENING, GENTLEMAN, 
clattered the teleprinter. T O D A Y  
YOU HAVE WITNESSED AN 
EXAMPLE OF OUR UNIQUE NEWS 
SERVICE WE AT  BLACK HEAD­
LINES PTY  LTD TAKE PLEASURE 
IN  THE FACT TH AT WE LEAVE AAP 
REUTERS FOR DEAD OUR AC­
COUNT FOR TODAY E DISASTER IS 
$4000
"That's a bit steep,' said Rogers. 
"It's not as if It was really exclusive " 
"EXCLUSIVE DISASTERS COST A 
L ITTLE  MORE. FOR EXAMPLE, WE 
CAN PROVIDE A FIRST CLASS 
EARTHQUAKE IN HOBART AT ANY 
CONVENIENT TIM E TOMORROW 
FOR BETWEEN $8000 AND $10,000 
DEPENDING ON THE AMOUNT OF 
DEVASTATION YOU REQUIRE."
"W alt till I cheek the plane schedules 
We could have a photographer and re­
porter down there first thing. In time 
for the home edition." Cradleigli's 
hands trembled with excitement.
YOU M AY FIND THE AIRLINE 
SCHEDULES RATHER DISTURBED 
AS A RESULT OF TODAY'8 UN­
FORTUNATE ACCIDENT ’ warned the 
teleprinter “WE SUGGEST YOU 
CHARTER."
In the week that followed the paper 
.cooped its competition every day 
i spiralling hyperbole of disaster. The 
earthquake in Hobart. A dam collapse 
m South Australia. Five ferries myste­
riously torpedoed on the Harbor. The 
I new Uvvs screamed themselves hoarse. 
I So del the editorial people at the 
Daily Planet
I As usual Cradlelgh and Regers rat 
I alone in the darkened office waiting to 
I near from the teleprinter.
| YOU M AY BE INTERESTED TO 
' KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT US." it 
tattered suddenly “ BLACK HEAD­
LINES IS AN INTERNATIONAL OR­
GANISATION EM PLOYING MEN 
SKILLED IN  DEATH AND DES­
TRUCTION OUR BOARD INCLUDES 
M ILITARY EXPERTS. NUCLEAR 
PHYSICISTS, BACTERIAL WARFARE 
AUTHORITIES DEPOSED SOUTH 
AMERICAN D ICTATORS AND WELL 
KNOWN DIRECTORS OF HO LLY­
WOOD SPECTACLES. WE ARE EN­
TIRELY NON-POLITICAL."
"But not non-profit." snarled 
Cradieigh, quietly, not meaning to be 
beard.
"TH ANK YOU FOR BRING ING  UP 
■‘HE MATTER OF REMUNERATION 
IN THE L IG H T OF THE SPLENDID 
INCREASE IN OUR CIRCULATION, 
WE HAVE DECIDED TO INCREASE 
OUR CHARGES ACCORDINGLY."
“ But that's blackmail,” spluttered 
Cradlelgh, a man o f the highest prin­
ciples.
“NO. MR CRADLEIGH. THAT'S 
BUSINESS. T IL L  TOMORROW S 
PAPER WE RECOMMEND A METEOR 
CRASHING IN THE MIDDLE OF 
M ARTIN PLACE. THE METEOR HAS 
BEEN EXPERTLY CAST IN  THE AP­
PROPRIATE METALS IN  OUR SE­
CRET SMELTER AND W ILL  BE 
DROPPED FROM A H IO H -FLYING  
BOMBER RECENTLY PURCHASED 
AS SURPLUS FROM THE STRATE­
GIC A IR  COMMAND. THE ASKINO 
PRICE IS $100,000 HOWEVER, YOU 
CAN EASILY RECOUP TH IS  MOD­
EST OUTLAY BY THE SALES OF 
S Y N D I C A T E D  8TORIE8 AND 
PHOTOGRAPHS TO THE WORLD 
PRESS."
"W e won’t pay a penny over $90,000," 
said Cradieigh.
Next day a meteor fell In Melbourne’s 
Civil Square. The story was all over 
the front page of the Daily Planet
What’s the big Idea?” roared 
Cradieigh at the teleprinter. “Just what 
do you think you're playing at?"
W ERE DISAPPOINTED W ITH  
YOUR ATTITUDE. VERY DIS­
APPOINTED. SUBSEQUENTLY A 
SPECIAL BOARD MEETINO HAS 
DECIDED TH A T  OUR SERVICES 
ARE NO LONOER AVAILABLE TO 
YOU ON AN EXCLUSIVE BASIS. 
YOU M AY BE INTERESTED TO 
KNOW TH AT THE D A ILY  PLANET 
PAID OUR REQUESTED FEE W ITH ­
OUT DEMUR.”
"This means war.” roared Rogers. 
“W ARS ARE A L ITTLE  PRICEY, 
said the teleprinter. "AND IN  ANY 
CASE, WE’VE PROMISED AN IN-
TH IS  A K -T lC LG  WFV* TO f*€  RAi/sj r^ATioNAULY g y  THE. A ^ C T t^ U /^ W  .
i t  w as  c e N Z o a e v  froaa  all  b^ t  -m e t o m o N .
eWD ujeU- HJT YHfc ttTORv /r 
THE ROWM TO THE W W . OF THE.
CSREECTIHCi D IPLO M A T A M H * T  T H E  
W «E C K A <3 E  OP TH E C H A «H fc O ,H i3 *a *a D |
AT O*SI * * * * *
VASION OF NORTH VIETNAM TO 
THE D AILY PLANET. WOULD YOU 
SETTLE FOR A FEW PO LIT ICAL AS­
SASSINATIONS?”
In the weeks that followed the w< 
papers slugged it out. There was wide­
spread devastation throughout Australia 
and a huge death toll. The tiny civil 
defence forces were overwhelmed and 
the Prime Minister declared day aft.-r 
day of national mourning. At the sug­
gestion of Headlines Pty Ltd no fur?tie/ 
incidents took place within the Svdi.ev 
metropolis.
."AFTER ALL,” said the teleprinter 
“ WE W ANT SOMEONE LEFT TO 
BUY YOUR PAPER "
"Perhaps we’re going too far," said 
Rogers late one evening as the char­lady swept around his feet. She’d been 
weeping But then almost everybody had lost a relative. “The whole coun­try’s getting really ratty. Having a ner­
vous breakdown. The stock market is suffering a serious slump. Retail ex­penditure and hire purchase have nose­
dived."
“Bo's our advertising revenue,” frown­ed Cradieigh. "But I don’t see how we can stop now. We’re selling more paper* a day than we used to sell in a week. W# can’t give all that away. And certainly not to those bastards at the Planet."
And bo the battle continued with thundering deafening headlines and 
the street* were full of men In sand­
wich boards reading “The end Is nigh .” 
And church services were crowded out. 
And insurance companies suspended operations and blamed It all on God.
White ai the Dally Planet called foi 
negotiations. Cradieigh and his arch 
enemy confronted each other to try 
and hammer out terms for a ceasefire 
Or at least a de-escalation.
Cradieigh refused to shake hands. ”1 
wouldn't touch you with a barge pole."
"And I wouldn’t trust you as far as 
I could kick you," said White.
The talks deadlocked almost immedi­
ate!) Whereupon tidal waves devas­
tated Su ilen  Paradise. Vast bush fires 
swept ck/*i> from the Dandenongs and 
advanced .dong Bourke Street to the 
very door of Myers. Countless thousands 
of student* disappeared forever into 
concentration camps at Puckapunyal 
MPs raced like lemmings into Lake 
Burley Ortffin And bubonic plague 
swept through Broken Hill.
Finally, with most of the Southern 
Hemisnh^re ravaged, Cradieigh saw a 
vm, out That night another meteor 
fell on Sydney It  obliterated the Daily 
Planet.
Another lull in the Middle East The 
same old stuff from Vietnam No hi­
jacks. No hippie murders. No demon­
strations. No disasters. Nothing.
Any choccy bickles left?” asked 
Cradlelgh as he stirred his coffee with 
an HB pencil.
"No, but there’s one more Edinburgh 
Shortbread "
"L ift your tegs, please dear, ’ said the 
char as she swept around them. 8he 
seemed much more cheerful.
And Rogers interwove the names of 
flower* in the woof and weft of his 
crossword.
from Pg.10
Wattie Creek recently to put their case for 
such a tiny piece of land, is the way I would 
like to look as an old man, not the flatulant 
piggy indulgence observed in the so called 
leaders of our country.
There are many modes of action open to all 
of us from talking to everyone on£ comes 
in contact with, to harassing and refusing to 
deal with exploitive companyis such as those 
in the Nabalco group etc.
Swiss Aluminium Ltd.
The Colonial Sugar Refining Co.
Australian Mutual Provident Society 
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Ltd. 
Bank of New South Wales Ltd.
Mount Morgan Ltd.
Elder Smith Goldsborough Mort Ltd.
Mutual Life and Citizens Assurance Co. Ltd. 
Peko-Wallsend Investments.
Tell your local MP of your disgust, write to 
newspapers, attempt to influence the media,
demonstrate, for these people are dying for 
their freedom. And Martin Luther King said 
'If a man hasn't found something he will die 
for, he isn't f it  to live.'
Revolution has carried an earlier article 
concerned with the Wattie Creed situa­
tion.
by A. LIGHT
" . . .  The people who turned away from the 
unreal world o f comic books a decade or more 
ago may well find themselves surprised—and 
perhaps even outraged—at the new politics o f 
pulp . • • "  ,
"I began to see that Superman was a punk, that 
Superman didn't relate to replenishing the earth, 
like Huey Newton and other real people do. In 
essence. Superman is a phony and a fake. He 
never saves any black people in this country in 
any com ic book stories. "
-B o b b y  Seale, Chairman, Black 
Panther Party, in Seize the Time 
Not any more. Chairman Bobby. Superman's 
been getting his thing together.
Where kryptonite, ray guns and the inspired 
madness of generations of evil fiends toiling in 
the shadow of spider webs to the echo of 
demented laughter have failed, tsuris, angst and 
guilt have conquered.
It will never be the same again with Superman, 
nor with the others of the caped and cowled 
legions that fill the pantheon of superheroes. No 
longer is it possible to go home again to the 
9olden age of comic books, to the safe, secure, 
predictable world of superheroes menaced by no 
more than an occasional natural disaster, a 
monster lurching amuck, a pointy-shoed hood, a 
Kraut lieutenant, or—God forbid—the loss of their 
secret identity.
To turn the pages of comic books today is to 
revisit not the old world of good and evil and of 
virtue triumphant on a field of craven yeggs, but 
to plunge to the nostrols in the bleeped-up world 
of today.
Here they are, folks: See the blacks sitting in at 
the State Office site at 125th Street; see the cops 
straining at the leash; see the Young Lords seize a 
building and take service on an injunction; see 
whitey try the old hogwash and watch him fail; 
take a look at a sky raining a pox of filth and 
rivers resembling closeups of Campbell's Chunky 
soups.
Is it Metropolis, where good old Clark Kent and 
his spine of gehackte leber used to conceal the 
impervious kishkas of Superman? Is it Gotham, 
where Bruce Wayne and his adorable ward, Dick 
Grayson, used to don their Bat duds under the 
old manse?
Hell, no, it's New York, no matter what they call 
it. And when today's superheroes travel a bit 
they find people starving in Appalachia, poli­
ticians and public officials wallet-high in sellouts, 
homicidal hippie-cultists fomenting race-war, 
American Indians still trying to find the treat in a 
treaty, and heroes of Hollywood Westerns 
practicing virulent super-patriotism instead of The 
Method.
Do the superheroes fare any better than our 
politicians in finding the solutions to bigotry, 
oppression, corruption, pollution and inequality? 
The answer is no. Like ordinary humans elevated 
to power, the best they can do is raise the 
questions, point the way, and hope.
But the recognition of the limits of power among 
the superheroes, and beyond that their accel­
erating social consciousness, their deepening 
anxiety, the proliferation of their neuroses, their 
increasing involvement in issues with no clear 
solutions, and most of all, their burgeoning 
radicalization, have restored excitement, interest 
and merit to a once-crippled industry.
Comic books, damned by parents, reviled by 
psychologists, denounced from pulpits and nearly 
borne away on a riptide of criticism in the 
midififties, are in the throes of revolutionary 
change.
Children and the young at heart who stood by 
the superheroes in the years of their travail and 
ostracism, who endured their fantastic irrelevance 
and patent absurdity, who witnessed their brief 
deification on the altar of camp, have long 
known that the change was in progress. Today 
the pace is quickening, and those who turned 
away from the unreal world of comic books a 
decade or more ago may well find themselves 
surprised—and perhaps outraged-at the new 
politics of pulp.
Like other members of the establishment, 
superheroes are finding themselves on the
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receiving end of tough questions raised not by 
the yokels who used to ask, "Who was that 
man?" or "Is it a bird, a plane . . .?" In a 
de-emphasis on inter-galactic exploits, the 
superheroes are facing questions raised on 
blighted urban streets by angry blacks, troubled 
whites and concerned, embittered social workers. 
Remember Green Arrow, the technological Robin 
Hood of the comic books, and Green Lantern, 
the ray-slinger? Radicalization overtook them last 
spring, in the form of a shabby black man who 
appeared while the two superheroes were arguing 
the merits of rescuing a fat, white slumlord from 
a gang of bottle-heaving kids. To Green Lantern, 
the kids were "anarchists."
Then the black man turned up. " I been readin' 
about you," he said. "How you worked for the 
Blue Skins. And how on a planet someplace you 
helped out the Orange Skins. And you done 
considerable for the Purple Skins. Only there's 
skins you never bothered with—the black skins! I 
want to know-how come? Answer me that, Mr. 
Green Lantern!"
His powerful body slumped, his hands open 
helplessly, his head bowed. Green Lantern 
whispered: "I . . . can't."
Since then. Green Arrow and Green Lantern have 
taken off on an Easy-Rider-type tour of the 
country. "Listen," Green Arrow told his super­
colleague, "forget about chasing around the 
galaxy, and remember America! It's a good 
country . . . beautiful . . . fertile . . . and terribly 
sick! There are children dying . . . honest people 
cowering in fear . . . disillusioned kids ripping up 
campuses! On the streets of Memphis a good 
black man died . . . and in Los Angeles, a good 
white man fell. Something is wrong! Something is 
killing us all! Some hideous moral cancer is 
rotting our very souls!"
In their travels. Green Lantern and Green Arrow 
have helped poor whites in Appalachia topple a 
corrupt mine-owner, tangled with a Charlie 
Manson-style cult on the West Coast, defended an 
Indian tribe from white man's greed, and gone on 
trial for conspiracy before a madman who binds 
and gags them, makes his own rules and bears a 
suspicious resemblance to Abbie Hoffman's 
favorite judge.
A month or so ago, good old Superman, in a 
retrospective episode in issue No. 393 of Action 
Comics, found himself asking the operator of a 
storefront academy, "You mean you left college 
to bury yourself in this SLUM just to educate 
these hoodlooms?"
Superman found himself hearing, "These slum 
kids have auto dumps instead of playgrounds . . . 
fire hydrants instead of swimming pools . . . 
people here have to scrounge around for a bare 
existence! Could you survive in this jungle 
without super-powers? While you're off pre­
venting disasters on remote worlds, who prevents 
disaster in your own backyard? It's time you did 
something for these people!"
So Superman turned on with his heat vision and 
his steel fists to demolish a block of abandoned 
tenements. Then he told the ghetto folks to try a 
little self-help to finish the rebuilding job them­
selves. "Remember," he thundered, "as American 
citizens, you've got a mighty super power of your 
own—the vote!"
Jimmy Olsen—you remember Jimmy, that gusty, 
eager kid who has been a cub at the Daily Planet 
for about 30 years—well, Jimmy recently exposed 
"the secret slumlord of Metropolis," a wealthy
phil^Utfbropist.
What's more, Jimmy led a delegation of blacks 
who dumped roaches and rats on the slumlord's 
front lawn during a radical chic party. And Lois 
Lane—dear Lois, who used to spend her time 
harboring suspicions about Clark Kent and 
hankering for wedlock with Superman—well, she's 
musing about the oppression of women these 
days.
Batman has been turned into something of an 
urban guerilla, and Robin has finally been 
shipped off to college, where the action really is. 
The new Politics of Pulp is not simple—if it were. 
Superman could put himself out of business by 
razing the slums, replenishing the soil, ending 
poverty and bestowing everlasting peace and
prosperity in a single issue. Instead of turkey- 
basket liberalism, the superheroes are confining 
themselves to making clear that the future of the 
earth will be determined by its people.
The angst, guilt and awareness now beginning to 
afflict the DC superheroes have raged for years 
among their principal rivals for the affections of 
comic-book lovers, the Marvel superheroes.
This trend-setting group, spawned by the remark­
able Stan Lee, boasts the Fantastic Four, quar­
reling among themselves and losing money on the 
stock market; Invisible Girl and her husband, Mr. 
Fantastic, fretting about the lack of time they 
can devote to their infant son; the Incredible 
Hulk, wandering the earth and cursing his 
ugliness; Dare-devil and Captain America, trying 
to cope with perplexing romantic lives; and the 
extraordinary Spider-Man.
Spider-Man, the favorite superhero on college 
campuses, owes his powers to radioactivity and 
his tsuris to acne, trouble with his grades, 
difficulty with his girlfriends and a chronic 
shortage of money.
Not every superhero has gone radical, however. 
One of Marvel Comics' most interesting creations 
is Iron Man, the comics' answer to Richard 
Ottinger, who hews to his millions and his guilty 
white liberalism.
When not encased in the outfit that gives him his 
name. Iron Man is Tony Stark, a munitions 
magnate who inhabits a mansion, pals around 
with U.S. senators, keeps a few skyscrapers in his 
portfolio and operates a foundation. Tony was 
just another guy with the looks and assets of 
Howard Hughes until he went to Vietnam about 
ten years ago and was blown to pieces. Escaping 
death, Tony fashioned for himself a ferrous maxi, 
the technocrat's dream-suit of valves, blasters, 
transistors, computers and other gadgetry. Iron 
Man is the New Capitalist Hero—the triumph of 
military-industrial know-how and good-guy 
instincts over the forces of evil and a damaged 
heart. He spends a lot of his time fighting duels 
with Castro-like Caribbean leaders and pitting his 
skills against Soviet superheroes who fight dirty. 
Between punches, he is given to Silent Majority 
sermonettes, like "Lucky for you. I'm not a 
Red—I can't continue to attack a helpless enemy" 
and "You made the worst mistake a Red can 
make—you challenged a foe who isn't afraid of 
you."
But Iron Man can be challenged right here in 
America. One recent adventure—published not 
long after police cleared black militant squatters 
from the State Office Building site at 125th 
Street—pits Iron Man against a Pantheresque 
superhero named Firebrand.
The story begins with a flaming clenched fist 
searing through a fence erected on the site of a 
new community center financed by the Iron Man 
Foundation. "Anything the Man puts up. I'm  
ready to tear down," announces Firebrand.
The next day, Tony Stark and City Councilman 
Lyle Bradshaw arrive for groundbreaking cere­
monies only to find that Firebrand and the 
militants have occupied the land. "This is gonna 
be a community center, man!" a brother in a 
beret tells the white cops. "Well we're part of the 
community, dig it? And we're stayin' until we get 
listened to.
"No ground's getting' broken, no construction's 
gettin' done until we have some say in what goes 
here! Maybe a community center is good for a 
lotta white consciences, but it ain't what the 
blacks on the North Side want!"
Councilman Bradshaw promptly rips up the 
militants' list of demands—for black construction 
workers and black control of the center's 
functions—and orders the cops to clear them out. 
"I won't allow an irate minority to bully the 
Morth Side community out of something it so 
obviously needs," fumes Bradshaw. "You can't 
reason with animals!"
A riot ensues, and Firebrand and Iron Man take 
to the rooftops for a little mano a mano. "You'd  
like to believe that I'm just part of a neat little 
criminal plot," Firebrand raps as he clobbers. "A  
commie, a pinko! . . . Well, I'm just an all-
American boy. Iron Man. One of those wide-eyed 
innocents who started out to make this nation a 
'better place.' I sat in tor civil rignts, marched for 
peace and demonstrated on campus. . . and got 
chased by vicious police dogs, spat on by bigots, 
beat on by 'patriots,' choked by tear gas and 
blinded by Mace, until I finally caught on . . . 
"This country doesn't WANT to be changed! The 
only way to build anything decent is to tear 
down what's here and start over!"
Stunned, Iron Man returns to the brick-tossing 
melee below and convinces the cops to leave and 
allow the militants twelve hours to do the same. 
He and a few moderate blacks—who have been 
denounced as Uncle Toms—go to Bradshaw's 
office and try to work things out. Bradshaw is 
adamant and accuses the group of "knuckling 
under to criminals"—at which point Firebrand 
bursts through the window, shouting: "The 
people won't wait any more! We're not waiting 
to have the world handed to us! It's ours for the 
taking." In the scuffle that follows. Firebrand 
blows open the councilman's safe, revealing that 
Bradshaw is the secret head of the realty and 
construction firms that stand to profit from the 
center.
As Bradshaw is carted off in cuffs. Firebrand 
hurls his parting shot at Iron Man. " I'll wait to 
fight another day. History's on my side!" As 
Firebrand zips off, a cop asks Iron Man if he 
i els he has failed by not capturing the super- 
mi itant.
"It's not Firebrand's escaping that bothers me," 
says the shaken liberal. " It's wondering where the 
rest of us went wrong—that someone like him 
should have to come into being at all!" He walks 
off brooding, iron head down.
Firebrand is just one of a squad of superblacks 
ripping around in the pages of Marvel Comics. 
There is the Falcon, who looks like Jim Brown, 
lives in Harlem and preaches against extremists of 
both races. There is also T'Challa, the Black 
Panther, an African prince who teaches Afro- 
American studies in his civilian guise and is given 
to agonizing over whether his true place is in the 
ranks of superheroes with his white friends or 
among his own people. In Marvel Comics, blacks 
are even villains as well as students, cops, re­
porters, love story principals and just about 
anything else anyone is likely to be.
So far, nothing in the comics on the Gay Liber­
ation Front.
